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TASK A- Extended Progress Report (1988- 1993)

I. Project Abstract

In this document the High Energy Physics Group reviews its accomplishments during the past

few years, and presents plans plans for continuing research during the next several years.

A. Experimental Program

During the past few years the efforts of the experimental group has been concentrated on the

Fermilab DO and CERN ALEPH collider experiments. In addition, the Detector Development

group had major advances in detector technology that have been incorporated in the SSC collider

experiments.

Two fixed target experiments were completed. The BNL experiment 771 studied K+K°,'r - final

states and observed several resonances, which cannot all be q_/ final states. The Fermilab E71i,

studied high pt di-hadron production of up to 14 GeV. The cross section and angular distributions

agree very well with QCD calculations that were fitted to ISR and EMC data.

The DO collider experiment has completed the first run with about 16 pb -1 integrated lumi-

O nosity. The data analysis has begun and first results have already been reported at conferences.

The discovery of the top quark is the primary goal and possible candidates have been presented.

Studies of W and Z bosons will enable DO to make precision tests of the standard model. First

results on W and Z physics as well as J/_ and B physics have _tppeared. Reaping the results of

this successful run will make an exciting year for DO and FSU.

The FSU group has participated in many phases of DO so far, including machining calorimeter

pieces, assembling calorimeter modules, testing and calibrating calorimeter modules in a test beam,

writing and debugging software for Monte Carlo event generation, developing software for trigger

filtering and physics analysis and graphics displays, taking shifts (luring the run, and helping in the

data reduction on Fermilab computer farms and generating Monte Carlo signal and background

events on the FSU VAX farm. FSU physicists participate in the DO QCD and New Phenomena

physics groups and are working on direct photons and search for SUSY particles. Two of our students

gave talks on these subjects at. the April 1993 APS meeting and Horst Wahl, a FSU professor, gave

an invited talk on "Search for New Phenomena" at the June 1993 "Physics in Collision" meeting.

Vv'ork is in progress toward publications in Fall 1993.
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The CERN collider experiment ALEPH at CERN has by now taken 5 years of good data.

O The Z mass and width, the couplings to the upper and lower components of the hadronic isospin

doublets, forward backward asym,netries of hadronic events, and measurements of the fragmentation

process have been made. During data taking the FSU group has focused primarily on the on-line

VAXstation system for which we have contributed substantial amounts of hardware. We have also

the responsibility for the software and the system to display the detector and individual events in

three dimension. The focus of the data analysis of the FSU group is tile 1 ) electroweak interpretation

of the Z ° decays and production rates, and 2) the study of charm fragmentation. Using standard

model input parameters, we are now able to est.imate the top mass with an error of 30 GeV, if the

Higgs mass is between 100 - 700 GeV. The charm fragmentation studies include nleasurements of

the beauty/charm and vector/scalar production ratios, and the charm fragmentation function.

The effort, of the Detector Developmeut group has been for the SSC where the emphasis has

been on radiation hard scintillators, both in tiles and fibers. We have substantially improved on

t.he uniformity of the tile-fiber system and increased the light, yield, thereby allowing to build better

calorimeters. The new fibers made for us by industry, using our fluor, have higher quantum efficiency

and longer attenuation length.

Many papers were published and we gave a lot. of talks at. various conferences and workshops.

B. Particle Theory Program

The high energy theory group has had another active and productive year with eighteen papers

published in journals, six submitted, and eleven published in or :_ubmitted to conference proceedings.

The subjects covered a variety of topics in the areas of strong and electroweak physics.

Over the past few years members of the group have developed a method for performing higher

order QCD calculations using a mixture of Monte Carlo and analytic integration techniques. This

method has been successfully applied to a variety of processes including jet photoproduction, single

and double photon prciduction, and vector boson single and pair production. The virtue of the

approach is that one can simultaneously generate predictions for _ variety of observables and include

the effects of experimental cuts all just. by modifying a simple, histogramming routine. Further

applications of the technique are in progress.

Members of the group have for many years been involved i_ fitting parton distributions and

generating paremetrizations of the results. This work is continuing in conjunction with other mem-

O bets of the CTEQ Collaboration - a group of seventeen theorists and experimentalists who receive

2
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partial support from the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission. The goal of the col-

O laboration is to further the interaction of theorists and experimentalists while tackling problems of

common interest. A comprehensive Handbook of Perturbative QCD has been prepared and will

be distributed this summer. This year CTEQ will present a second summer school devoted to

phenomenological topics.

Work is continuing on a number of areas pretaining to collider physics including the development

of programs to aid in the search for signals of supersymmetry, studies of background and signal

rates in the Higgs sector of the standard model and its extensions, and precision tests of the triple

gauge boson vertices in the standard model. These and other topics are discussed in greater detail

in the section of this report devoted to the theory program.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency th,_reof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.



II. Highlights of Activities During the Past Few Years

• J. Owens is continuing as our Physics Department Chairman, having held the position for the

past two years.

• V. Hagopi_n has been the Director of Graduate Studies for the past two years.

• H. Baer who joined the faculty in August 1991 received early promotion to Associate Professor.

• H. Baer won an SSC fellowship for the year 1993-1994.

• U. Baur joined us in September 1991 as Research Scientist, a position vacated by H. Baer.

• S. Keller joined us in July 1992 as a post doc and is partially supported by TNRLC.

• H. Prosper of Fermilab accepted an Associate Professor position starting in August 1993 to

replace J. Womersley who took a position with SSCL.

• T. Heuring, formerly of Stony Brook, joined us in May 1993 as a post-doc at Fermilab working

on DO. He replaces WL Dharmaratna who took a faculty position in Sri Lanka.

• J. Lannutti is now Associate Vice-president in charge of special projects. He testified in May

O 1993 before the US House Appropriation Subcomnfittee for High energy Physics, including the
SSC',.

• D. Duke is the interim director of the Supercomputer Computational Research Institute (SCRI).

• S. Hagopian is co-chair of the Fermilab Users Facility Advisory Connnittee.

• S. Hagopian chairs the speakers bureau of the DO experiment, that decides who gives the various

talks.

• Our group agreed to hold the next, Physics in Collision Conference at. FSU during June 1994.

• V. Hagopian agreed to organise a workshop on hadron resonances in St. Croix, expected to be

supported by NATO.

• K. Johnson and V. Hagopian convened two Radiation Tolerant Scintillator conferences RAD-

DAM90 and RADDAM92 at FSU. Proceedings were also publ'shed.

O • K. Johnson has applied for US patents for fluors developed for scintillators.
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• V. Hagopian is the Institutional representative of the Souther Association ,_f High energy Physi-

O cists (SAHEP).

• V. Hagopian is the Institutional representative of the SDC collaboration.

• J. Owens help organize the first and second summer schools sponsored by the CTEQ Collab-

oration - a phenomenology group of theorists and e×perimentalists supported, in part, by the
TNRLC.

• U. Baur helped organize an SSC workshop in Wisconsin and Argonne.

• Faculty full time at National Laboratories: H. Wahl at Fermilab, May 1992- December 1992;

D. Levinthal - CERN May 1992 - August 1993.

O
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O III. Five-Year Summary

A. Support'

The High Energy Physics group receives its major support from the U.S. Department of Energy

and Florida State University. In addition, some funds were also available from the SSC Laboratory

and TNRLC in support of the SSC work. The table below summarizes the funding for the past. five

years. We have included contributions of the University- which have been quite substantial. Task

B for Numerical Simulations is not. included in this summary. In 1989 the DOE and FSU agreed

to fund (.50% each) an upgrade of our VAX system. The total cost was $300,000 and FSU gave its

$150,000 share in 1989 while the DOE's share was funded over three years from 1989 through 1991.

Budgets During the Past Five Years

in Thousands of Dollars

Contract Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

FSU DOE FSU DOE FSU DOE FSU DOE FSU DOE

Personnel 289 507 334 562 343 .516 3,57 585 356 611

Expenses 0 196 0 157 0 176 0 193 0 163

Equipment 162 60 87 55 28 55 44 20 50 25

Indirect Costs 139 147 160 151 165 180 171 202 171 201

Total at FSU 590 910 581 925 536 927 572 1000 577 1000

Fermilab Acct. 20 25 30 30 30
...

TOTAL 590 930 581 950 536 957 572 1030 577 1030

TNRLC 0 0 88 105 133

SSCL 53 170 142 60 50

FSU Indirect cost calculated at on-campus rate of 48.0%

A transfer of $15K from DOE 1990 to 1991 is in table due to Gramm-Rudman sequesteration.

DOE Indirect cost at off-campus rate of 21% for 1989 - 1990 and 26% for 1991-1993.

TNRLC funds are included in year when most of the funds were available. These totals do
not include the SCRI portion, nor do these include funding for Dr. Kurtis Johnson for his
collaborative work with chemists.

SSC, L funds were initially generic research, then subsystem and now for SDC.



B. Personnel During the Past Five Years

0
At the middle of 1989 the High Energy Physics group included 15 Ph.D.

physicists, 9 of whom were funded by the University. In January 1994 the

group will have 17 Ph.D. physicists, i0 of whom are funded by the University.
One faculty position was added in August 1993 (H. Prosper, Assoc. Prof.) to
replace Prof. J. Womersley who resigned to take a position with the SSCL.

Another new experimental faculty position will be added in January 1994 using
the infrastructure grant of TNRLC. TNRLC will fund this position for three

years and the university will pick it up after that. The department has also

identified the HEP theory group for an additional faculty in the future.

The table below gives the names of Ph.D. physicists who are part
of the high energy physics grant during the last five years. The table
also lists the title, the period and the funding source.

1989 I 1990 i 1991 i 1992 I 1993 IFunding

THEORETICAL:

H. Baer (RS) ..... > DOE

H. Baer (Fac) ........... > FSU
U. Baur (RS) > DOE

r D.W. Duke (Fac) To SCRI .............................. > FSU
J.D. Kimel (Fac) > FSU

C. Kao (RA) --- > DOE

S. Keller (RA) > TNRLC/DOE

O J. Ohnemus (RA) ....... > DOEJ.F. Owens (Fac) > FSU

EXPERIMENTAL:

W. Dharmaratna (RA-FNAL) ---> DOE

J.H. Goldman (RS) - > DOE

S. Hagopian (SP) > FSU
V. Hagopian (Fac) > FSU

M. Ikeda (RA-CERN) -> DOE
TBA (_) --> DOE

T. Heuring (RA-FNAL) ---> DOE
K. Johnson (CRS) > FSU
J. Lannutti (Fac) > FSU
D. Levinthal (Fac) > FSU

H. Piekarz (RS-FNAL) > DOE
H. Prosper (_ac) -> FSU

G. Stimpfl (RA-CERN) ....... > DOE
J. Streets (RA) ---> DOE

H. Wahl (Fac) ...... > FSU
W. J. Womersley (Fac) --> FSU

TBA (Fac) Starts January 1994 TNRLC/FSU

O Fac - Faculty; RA - Research Associate; SP - Staff Physicist;CRS - Computer Research Specialist; RS - Research Scientist;

Note: The University considers SP and RS as faculty.



O
Florida State University supports the High Energy Physics group with

manpower as well as capital and expense funds. During the academic year the

faculty is totally paid by the University and our teaching load averages one
course per semester, with occasional time off for full time research.

In addition, the University has assigned to ouL" program three

full-time research personnel funded entirely by FSU funds. They are:

i) Dr. Sharon Hagopian (Staff Physicist) who devotes 100% of her
time to our experimental program.

2) Dr. Kurtis Johnson (Computer Research Specialist) who also devotes
100% of his time to the experimental program.

3) Mr. Maurizio Bertoldi (Engineer), who is our mechanical engineer

and devotes 100% of his time to our experimental research program.

By the use of DOE funds, the group employs 4 full time persons:

4) Mr. James Thomaston, (Engineer) is our electronics engineer.

5) Mrs. Lupe Howell, (Computer Software Scientist) works for DZ.o

6) Mrs. Sherry Beasiey, (Grant Specialist II) for the grant administration.

7) Mrs. Kathy Mork, (Administrative Secretary) the HEP group secretary.

Also using Task C (SSCL) funds and TNRLC funds, we have employed one

I engineer and 5 students (mostly undergraduate physics majors).
(
t 8) Mr. Kerry Hu, (Engineer)

i In addition, during the past several years, the equivalent of one full

I time machinist paid by FSU funds worked building equipment components for
our experimental program.

Not shown above, but of course, of significance to the research progress
have been the graduate students trained in the group. The number of graduate

students vary, as new ones join the group and others graduate. During the
last two years three students completed their Ph.D. degree, they are:

i) Lee Sawyer. 2) Herman White. 3) Bobby Bailey.
-_p

At present we have 12 graduate students.
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O IV.EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Summary of the Experimental Program:

Here we present our program of experimental high energy particle physics. We review our

program during the past five years or so with emphasis on the past year. We also present our

current activities and our plans for the next several years. Our future plans assume that the SSC

will be built. If the SSC is terminated, then other options will be pursued.

The past five years was dominated by the two collider experiments, the DO at Fermilab and

ALEPH at CERN. Both these experiments have taken good data. ALEPH has by now taken data

for about five years, while the DO has taken data only for one year and our effort in the prior four

years were in the construction and testing of calorimeter components in the test beam.

During the past five years we also completed the analysis of two fixed target experiments. These

two experiment were the BNL MultiParticle Spectrometer (MPS) experiment 771, where we studied

the production and decay of the D(1285) and E/iota(1420). The production were by 7r-p,l(-p.

and _p and the decay into K +K0_r -. Four students from Florida State University obtained their

PhD degrees using the data of this experiment. The second experiment was the Fermilab ETll

O where we studied High Pt Di-Hadron Production in pN Interactions at 800 ('eV. Three students

from Florida State University obtained their PhD degrees on this second experiment. For both of

these experiments, our group tool< inajor responsibilities with about 25% of the effort for BNL771

experiment and over 75% of the effort for the Fermilab experiinent E711. Except for one final paper,

we have concluded our work on these experiments.

About two years ago we completed the transition from fixed target to collider experiments. In

addition to the D@ and ALEPH we have worked on a variety of SSC detector problems. We view

the SSC', as an important future direction of our group and considerable effort has also expanded

towards this objective. We have worked un both hardware and software detector problems for the

SSC and five of our members have joined the SD(', experiment. Even if the SSC', is not completed,

our work has already enhanced detector technology and will be used elsewhere.

The presentation of the experimental part is divided into two main sections: a short review

of our fixed target experiments and major review of our collider experimental effort, our present

activities and our future plans.
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Under the fixed target section, we describe our concluded efforts of the fixed target experiments,

O namely:

• BNL E771 - Study of the D(1285) and E/iota(1420) in 7r-p,K-p, and RP Interactions at

8 GeV/c .

• FNAL E711 - Di-Hadron Production in pN Interactions at S00 GeV.

Under the collider physics experimental program, we describe the extensive efforts of our group

on two experiments, namely:

• DO at FNAL

• ALEPH at LEP in CERN.

• SDC at SSC.

During the past eight years, the experimental group has benefited from access to supercomputers

(ETA10 and then CRAY-YMP and the Connection Machine) as a result of the establishmen/_ of

the Supercomputer Computational Research Institute (SCRI) at FSU. Our very close working

relationship with the scientists at SCRI has enhanced the programs of both groups. SCRI now has

seven experimental high energy physics Research Scientistt_. Below we list their names and other

pertinent information:

Name Starting date Experiments

M. C,orden 3/88 CERN ALEPH and SSC

C. Georgiopoulos 12/84 CERN ALEPH and FNAL E711

A. Klatchko 1/93 FNAL DO

S. Linn 9/85 FNAL D0 and SSC',

S. Youssef 12/86 FNAL DO and SSC

D. Xiao 1/91 SS(', and DO

S. Wasserbaech 9/91 SSC and ALEPH

We expect to continue our very close working relationship in the forseeable future.

For each experiment, we will list the names of ali the Ph.D. physicists that have worked on the

experiment during the past year.

10
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A. Fixed Target Experiments

O
1. Brookhaven National Laboratory experiment 771.

K+K°_ - Production and the Study of the D(1285), E/_(1420) and a Resonance at 1.510MeV With

_'-, K- and _ Beams at 8 GeV/c.

(V. ttagopian, J.I-I. Goldman)

This experiment obtained data over a period of four years from 1983 to 1987. The original

motivation was the study of the E(1420) region with at least. 10 times the statistics of any previous

experiment. The expectation was to decide between the two conflicting claims of the spin_ parity

and (',-parity of this object. The two claims were 0-+ which did not fit the standard SU3 multiplet

classification and 1++ which had a place in the spin 1 multiplet. The interest in the (0 -+) state is

due to the fact that this resonance is a glueball candidate.

The table below shows the resonances we observed. A * means a well determined resonance.

Beam jPC Resonance Mass

_r- 0-+ 1270' 1420' 1470

1++ 1290' 1430 1510"

1+- 1400

-p 0-+ 1290" 1430'

1++ 1270' 1400

K- 0-+ 1280 1390 1480

1++ 1410

1+- 1430'

Our analysis concluded the following:

1. The D(1285) is mostly 1++ but there is also a non-negligible 0 -+ resonance at about the same

mass. This fact was confirmed by another experiment studying the decay mode r/_-_-.

2. The E/_(1420) region is very complex. This experiment has identified two (0 -+) waves, one

(1++) wave, one (1 +-) wave. Not all of these resonances can be q_ states.

3. The peak at 1512 MeV and width 35 Mev has spin parity of 1++.

11
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4. A search for the reported U(3100) --* paw's failed to confirm previously reported (statistically

O not too significant) peaks.

BNL experiment 771, was proposed by BNL, FSU and Southeastern Mass. Univ. (now Univer-

sity of Massachusetts). After approval was granted, Univ. of Indiana also joined the collaboration.

FSU made a large commitment to this experiment, providing about 25% of the manpower. Be-

sides the usual effort during the data taking part, we at FSU built ali the light guides of the TOF

counters and helped in the final assembly of the unit. The TOF was put in the BNL-MPS, before

the second round of data taking. Without this unit, it would have b,een pointless to take any K-

data, as the protons in the final particles would have completely dominated the trigger, with no

hope of separating the K +. FSU took complete responsibility in the reduction and analysis of the

data. We also reduced and analysed the original K- data. In addition we also reduced the new

K- data and the analysis of this part. of the data was performed by a UM Dartmouth graduate

student. One important result that we (FSU) were able to extract, was the relative cross sections,

for the D(1285) and E/L(1420). Even though it was known that D and E/L had either small or zero

production cross sections with a K- beam, t.here was no good way of comparing these values with

Tr- beam results. Since the equipment, the trigger elements, the reconstruction programs and the

beam momenta were the same for the K- and ,'r- data, we were able to compute relative cross

sections and determined that the production of the D and E/_ by K- beam is down at least one

order of magnitude. This is a puzzle, as quark exchange diagrams predict approximately equal

production cross sections.

Another result that came out of the _ portion of our data, is the upper limit of U(3100) _ p_._'s.

This object had been observed with very poor statistics at CERN and Serpukov. We were unable

to confirm their observations!

This experiment has published 19 papers. FSU personnel have given 12 invited talks on this

experiment, with the last. talk given in May 1992.

This experiment has been a very productive one. Four of our graduate students have obtained

Ph.D. degrees based on the data, the last two of them are now working at Fermilab. This experiment

showed that the naive picture of the Particle Data Group for the 1420 MeV mass range is incomplete

and at least one of the two (0 -+) states and the 1+- states cannot be q__/but either glueballs or

hybrids.

12



2. Di Hadron Production in pN Interactions at 800 GeV Fermilab - E711

(H. Goldman, S. Hagopian, V. Hagopian, K. Johnson, D. Levinthal, plus several research

associates who are no more with us)

The objective of this experiment was to acquire and analyze a data sample to measure the

parton-parton scattering cross section. This was done by studying massive dihadron (up to 14

GeV) production. The two leading hadrons can be used to give approximate measurements of each

scattered parton and thereby give the energies and final state directions. The initial state directions

are assumed to be collinear with the beam axis. The data-taking finished in February 1988. The

data reduction and Monte Carlo simulations were done on supercomputers at FSU.

The atomic weight dependence of the scattering cross section when parameterized as ct(A) =

a'oA _ yielded a value of a = 1.043 4- .011 4- .012 independent of mass or charge state. The average

fraction of the jet room ntum carried by high PT leading hadrons with the QCD parton model

predictions. The reaction studied was p + N _ h! + h2 + X where h 1 and h 2 are the leading

particles of the two jets produced at high PT. The distributions agree well with the QCD parton

model predictions for single independent proton-nucleon scattering and independent fragmentation

process.

The angular distribution of the di-hadrons relative to the beam direction, at fixed dihadron

mass, is closely related to the parton-parton scattering angle. Analysis of the data has shown that,

when it is parameterized to the form:

( 1 1 )dcost9 -a° (1-cos0)a +(l+cos0)a ,

the data yields a value of a = 2.91 + 0.12 for the opposite sign charge state and a value of 2.85

4- 0.14 for the same sign charge states. The value reported by CCOR for the 7r°n ° final state was

a = 2.97 4- .05. The QCD Monte Carlo discussed before, yields slightly flatter distributions with

a corresponding value of a = 2.74 for the CCOR analysis and a = 2.73 for the opposite sign and

a = 2.77 for the same sign charged particles.

One FSU student (K. Streets) completed her Ph.D. dissertation in 1989 and is now a post-doc

for University of Maryland working on DO at Fermilab. A second FSU student (G. Boca) completed

in 1990 and now has a staff position at University of Pavia. Another student, who was resident at

FSU, has also received her Ph.D. in 1991 from University of Michigan. The last FSU student (H.

O White) graduated in August 1991, and is now at Fermilab.
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B. Collider Experiments

Since 1984 physicists of the Florida State University have been participating in two collider

experiments; DO at the Fermilab Tevatron and ALEPH at the LEP collider at CERN. During the

past year we contributed substantially in data reduction and analysis of ALEPH and in commission-

ing of the DO detector and in the dat.a-taking and in preliminary data analysis of its first, collider

run. One FSU graduate student has already received his PhD on ALEPH and three FSU advanced

graduate students are working on DO for their dissertation. FSU has made significant commitments

and contributions to both of these experiments and we expect them to dominate our experimental

program through the early 1990's. Our contribution and plans for the SSC',experiments is discussed

under section C,.

1. ET40 Fermilab _p Collider Experiment D(O

(S. Hagopian, H. Wahl, V. Hagopian, J. Womersley, W. Dharmarantha,

T. Heuring, H. Piekarz, plus eight graduate students)

This year has been "The Year of DO Data-taking and First Results". The FSU group has

worked hard with the other DC) groups in the major effort of bringing a new detector online,

including shakedown, data-taking, monitoring, calibration, and data analysis. The commissioning

of parts of the detector with cosmic rays took piace for over a year; it intensified when the completed

DO detector was rolled into the collision hall in March 1992, and so-called "collider commissioning"

began in mid-April, 1992. The first beam-beam collisions were seen in DO at the end of April and

the first good three day collider run, where W candidates were detected, was at the end of May.

The collider ran at a relatively low luminosity until mid-July, when full-intensity and minimally

interrupted running began. The slow start-up of the accelerator turned out to be actually rather

helpful to DO in its work to break in a new detector, with new hardware, new software, and

experimenters needing to learn how to operate it. The official data set contains data from mid-July

1992 to the end of May, 1993, about 16 pb -1 integrated luminosity to tape. The first physics

results from D_3 were presented at. the DPF meeting at Fermilab in October 1992. More detailed

results were presented at the meetings in Moriond and La Thuile, as well as in 12 APS talks in

April 1993 given by DO students (including two by FSU students). Further results will be given

O at conferences in the summer of 1993. Ali of the data was processed through a preliminary version
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of the reconstruction program within 2-3 days of being taken. The data will be rerun through the

O latest version of the reconstruction program during the accelerator shutdown from June, 1993 to

October 1993.

Being a general-purpose detector, DO is capable of covering a wide range of physics topics. Our

highest priority for the first run of the experiment is a search for the top quark at masses higher

than those so far ruled out by the C,DF experiment.. Based on an analysis of about half of the data

recorded during the present run, DtO has already established a lower limit of 108 GeV on the top

mass. The top quark is one of the last missing pieces of the Standard Model of particle interactions,

which has been enormously successful in describing almost ali observed high energy phenomena.

Great. effort is also devoted to precision tests of the electroweak theory. For example, i_l the data

recorded during the run Ia which just ended, DQ is expected to observe about 1,300 Z° decaying

into electrons and muons and also about 14,000 W _ ev. A precision measurement of the W and

Z mass ratio will determine sin20w to an accuracy of 0.0005; if the top quark mass is known, this

will be a more precise test. of the standard model. Studies of decay asymmetry in W production

and decay may signal the existence of new heavy gauge bosons not included in the standard model.
..

Other studies will include tests of QCD by measuring jet production, production of high energy

photons in association with jets, and studies of very high PT jets (which test the point-like nature

of quarks and gluons). Of course, great interest also exists in direct searches for new gauge bosons,

Higgs bosons, heavy leptons, supersymmetric particles, leptoquarks, higher generations of quarks,

technicolor, massive stable particles, signs of a quark-gluon plasma, and any other new unexpected

objects.

D(O complements the CDF detector. The Dto detector was designed later than CDF and

incorporates lessons learned at earlier collider detectors (UA1 and UA2). Its uranium-liquid-argon

calorimeter provides very nearly hermetic coverage down to small polar angles (1771-_ 4.4), with

rather uniform response and good hadronic and electromagnetic energy resolution over the whole

region of coverage. The superior hadronic resolution and the near equality of electron and hadron

response will allow good precision in the jet energy measurement, a feature which will be crucial

in identifying hadronic decays of W's and Z's. The hermeticity and large depth results in good

missing energy measurement capability, which is essential in searches for new phenomena such as

supersymmetry. The muon detector is far superior to that of CDF because of a thicker absorber

O
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and two layers of proportional drift tubes outside the absorber/magnet. The acceptance for high-pT

muons larger decay background pion punch through are less thanis also much and the kaon and

!for CDF.

These advantages should allow DO to be very competitive with C,DF in searches for the top

quark, as well as in exploratory surveys of the TeVatron energy regime, and in performing precision

tests of the Standard Model.

During the past year, six Ph.D.'s from the FSU High Energy group, three SCRI Ph.D's, one

programmer, eight students and three part-time technical support personnel participated in DO.

Two of the Ph.D.s tW. Dharmaratna and H. Piekarz) are stationed full-time at. Fermilab. Two FSU

graduate students, Bob Madden and Mark Goforth moved to Fermilab in January 1992. A third

FSU graduate student, Chris Shaffer moved there in February, 1993. Mark and Bob will do their

theses on the data just. taken (Run Ia.). Chris Shaffer will do his thesis on data from Run Ib, which

starts in fall 199.3.

Detector C'ommissioT_iT_g

While in the past our group's detector efforts had been focussed on calorimetry, during this year

of DO start, up and data-taking the FSU group has concentrated much of it.s detector effort, on the

Transition Radiation Detector and related Central Detector work. In March 1992. FSU officially

joined the TRD group. We agreed to work with Saclay in the maintenance, operation and running

of the Transition Radiation Detector built, and tested by Saclay and also assist, in the calibration

and monitoring of the TRD. Henryk Piekarz took major responsibility in the operation of TRD

hardware including high voltage, readout electronics and in getting the TRD gas system working

and to make sure it. continued working. He participated in testing electronics for the TRD detector

and in the preparation and commissioning of the TRD gas system. He and Horst Wahl took shifts

in DO detector commissioning as well as during the data-taking. Dharma, Bob Madden, Mark

Goforth, Steve Linn, Sharon Hagopian, Chris Shaffer, Asher Klatchko and Dong Xiao took shifts

during the run. Horst's shifts were in the beginning for the Central Detector group, and later as

Shift. Captain.

Henryk Piekarz worked on maintenance and debugging of the TRD gas system (with help from

members of the Saclay group, in particular Dick Hubbard and Yves Pirret and Fermilab technical

personnel), and of monitoring HV and electronics as well as the TRD detector response (with help

from members of the Saclay and FSU groups, in particular Alain Pluquet (Saclay), Bob Madden

and Mark Goforth (FSU)).
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In August 1992, a major leak in the TRD gas system manifested itself, leading to contamination

of the TRD gas with air, thus strongly reducing the detector response. By very hard work of Henryk

Piekarz, Chamber 1 was identified as the most likely source of this leak. To avoid the contamination

due to the leak, modifications in the xenon circulation scheme were introduced. These changes were

successful and reduced air contamination of the TRD gas to the lowest level ever observed. In the

early stage of Run la the TRD detector suffered from rather frequent HV trips often unrelated

to the beam. One of the reasons for that was insufficient level of moisture in the xenon gas. A

moisturizing system allowing for regulation of the H20 content in the xenon mix gas was installed

in August 1992 and it has been successfully operating since.

Bob Madden had responsibility for the high voltage system of the TRD, a task which includes

checking of good functioning of the HV supplies and maintaining the HV configuration files and

related documentation. In July 1992, together with Alain Pluquet, he modified the HV distribution

for the TRD, introducing additional power supplies in order to reduce the number of sense wires

per channel. This modification has greatly contributed to the stability of the system. Bob Madden

also kept track of the status of the read-out electronics and managed the Calib ruP_s and the TRD

Calib data base. In September, he assisted Jean-Francois Glicenstein with an upgrade of the TRD

alarm system.

O Mark Goforth had responsibility for the calibration software for the TRD read-out electronics
(CALIB), as well as his work on analysis of data from the Canary chamber and the Uranium noise

data. He _lso looked after the TRD-Canary chamber data base (with help from Srini Rajagopalan

and Jean-Francois Glicenstein).

In summary, the TRD detector performed very well in the Collider'Run la, with good response

to electrons during most of the run. In particular, for all interesting events related to the top quark

search the Tt/D detector provided solid support for the electron identification.

Physics Analysis

FSU has physicists working in two physics analysis groups: QCD and New Phenomona. Our

work in QCD is mostly in the Direct Photon sub-group. FSU people participating in this effort are

John Womerslev, Bob Madden, and the SCRI members Steve Linn, Dong Xiao and Asher Klatchko.

John Womersley is one of the co-convenors of this group.

In October, John Womersley, Bob Madden and Steve Linn attended the QCD workshop held in

O Tucson, Arizona. They worked on a first pass analysis of the inclusive direct photon cross section
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from DO as a function of PT, using initial estimates of the 7r° contamination (from Monte Carlo

O events generated by Steve Linn), luminosity, acceptance and trigger efficiency. This spectrum was

refined somewhat over the following few weeks and the analysis was then presented by Greg Snow

and Ron Madaras at the DPF meeting at Fermilab in November.

John gave a report on preliminary results at the Wisconsin SSC', workshop in March, 1993. Steve

gave a report on results at the Moriond conference in March. Bob Madden, a FSU graduate student

is doing his thesis on direct photons+jets. He gave a talk on this at the Washington Meeting of the

American Physical Society in April 1993.

Sharon Hagopian, Horst Wahl, Henryk Piekarz and Mark Goforth are working on various signals

for new phenomena. Mark is doing his thesis on a search for cascade decays of squarks and gluinos,

using missing Et and jets as a signature. Horst and Sharon are looking at events with three muons,

which could be due to decay of SUSY particles. Henryk Piekarz (toy_ether with Jay Wightman of

Texas A.& NI.) is studying events with very large total transverse energy, with the goal of studying

the "hottest" events in pio collisions at 1.8 TeV, to establish new limits on the quark compositeness

scale and possibly observe some new phenomena. One of the difficulties of these studies is the high

multiple interaction background.

For all the studies related to new phenomena, a large effort has been and is still being invested

to study trigger and reconstruction efficiencies for signal as well as background events.

Testbeam Data Analysis

The FSU group worked on testbeam measurements of calorimeter modules in the period 1987-

1991. During 1991-2 John Womersley coordinated the writing of a NIM paper from the data. taken at

the test beam in 1990 (Load 1 - End Calorimeter modules). This inel/Ideal descriptions of electron

and hadron energy response and resolution in the ECEM + ECIH calorimeter system, position

resolution, muon response, and rate dependence studies. Dharma wrote the section on Calorimeter

response to muons (DOnote 1351) for the paper including the e/mu ratio as well as the results from

uniformity studies. This paper was published in NIM in 1992.

During the past year, Dharma worked on data analysis from Load 2 data taken in 1991-1992.

He completed the work on CCEM module crack correction model. A correction mechanism for the

energy loss in module cracks was developed (based on test beana data) for isolated electrons and

photons. This work and the similar correction procedures developed for the ECEM were presented at

the III International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics, "Effect of Dead Materials

O on Calorimeter Response and Monte Carlo Simulation"' by W.G.D. Dharmaratna. (D(0note 1501).
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He also completed the CCEM(Test Beam Load 2) uniformity study. The 77dependence of the

data disagreed with the test beam plate level Monte Carlo predictions. The Monte Carlo data

indicated that the fractional energy deposited in the live material is significantly reduced at larger

eta in '_:'_,__,C,CEM where the angle of incidence is large. To better understand this discrepancy

between simulation and data and possibly resolve it, a comparison with a different Monte Carlo

simulation EGS4 was performed. It was found that the two simulations were indeed different. The

EGS4 results showed better, but still not good agreement with the data. This result is published

in a DQnote 1577, 'CCEM Response vs eta- Test Beam Load 2, W.G.D. Dharmaratna and Terry

Heuring.

Dharma and J. Robertson, a pre-thesis graduate student of FSU, studied the Load II Central

Calorimeter response to muons of seven different energies. The mean energy of each of the seven

energies agree with the monte carlo data within the associated uncertainties and the response

of the CCEM to muons was sensitive enough to distinguish the muons of the seven differgent

energies. Results were included in the presentation by Kaushik De at the XXVI I(!HEP, Dallas.

Dharma is also working in the Calorimeter Calibration Working Group to help in understanding

the Energy scale discrepancy. Dharma and a FSU summer student (Steven Weaver) are looking

into the possibility of using the muon energy deposit in the calorimeter from cosmic rays to resolve

absolute energy scale differences between the central and end cap calorimeters.

O Dharma studied the stability of the Test Beam Load 2 data. It. was found that the variation

of the response was mainly due to an unexpected instability of the gain corrections, most probably

due to the instability of the pulser or the pulse distribution system. The stability of response to

electrons is significantly improved after correcting for this variation. Also the test beam calibration

transfer to DO had to be corrected due to this effect. Details are in the paper, "On Stability of

Response and Gain Corrections in Load 2 Test Beam Data", W. G. D. Dharmaratna, DQnote 1725.

The Test Beam Load 2 energy scan data were analyzed with all known corrections, t)ptimization

of the calorimeter linearity and the resolution and the eta dependence is studied. A new set of

weightings is obtained for the reconstruction of the calorimeter response. These weightings will be

used in the next reconstruction of the DO Data. Details will be in the DQnote 1731, "Reconstruction

of the Calorimeter Response-Test Beam Load 2", W.G.D.Dharmaratna.

Dharma completed the Load 2 (central calorimeter modules) muon data analysis. This included

understanding the FH/EM response discrepancy and comparison with the monte carlo predictions.

O It was found that after all known corrections the r_ttio of the mean response between the FH and
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EM(FH/EM) are 1.05+/- 0.03 and 1.07 +/- 0.05 for Monte carlo and data respectively. Also the

O individual layer response agree very well with that of the MC.

Dharma and Chip Stewart studied ways of correcting shower energies in cracks between modules.

A successful algorithm for correcting single particle energies was developed but proved difficult to

apply in full collider events.

Other Software

The FSU group contributed to the software effort in DO in areas of Monte Carlo programs,

off-line reconstruction programs and graphics ns well as to testbeam data analysis and full data

analysis mentioned above.

.James l_obertson worked with John Womersley on the alignment of the calorimeter cells with

respect to the central tracking using clean electron tracks from express line DST's.

Dharma completed the modification and testing of the new showerlibrary. Several modifications

were made to the old showerlibrary. Also, a few changes had to make to improve the calorimeter

response and the track matching. The comparison with the geant data shows very good agreement

with the new version of the Showerlibrary. The major advantage in using the showerlibrary is the

speed. The present, version takes only about 1-'2 CPU sec. to simulate a 2-jet event on a Vax station

4000. DOnote 1730, "DO Showerlibrary", W.G.D. Dharmaratna, 1%.Raja and D. Stewart, is about.

O t.o be published.

Sharon Hagopian, Lupe Howell and Nobu Oshima (Fermilab) continued work on the DO event

display t.o make it useful for physics analysis as well ns for on-line event, monitoring _._nd off-line

alogorithm development. General maintenance and upgrades were done in the Event Display in-

cluding grey scale for postscript, hardcopies, rotation debugging, and aading new features. A batch

mode for the DO Event Display was implemented and released. Over 14 docum.entation files were

written to help the DO experimenters make use of the various graphics packages "leveloped over the

last. few years.

In March of 1992 FSU purchased a Silicon Graphics Crimson. To develop and test DO software

it was necessary to set up the proper libraries and environment similar to Fermilab. With the help

of several people in Fermilab, Lupe Howell set, up the DO and C',EI_N libraries in the UNIX system.

Automatic updates for both libraries were set. up to maintain the libraries up to date. The necessary

environment for DO, "Fermi" environment, was installed also. Several communications systems

were set up" the ethernet communications; peripheral communications, this included printers, an

additional disk, and nn exabyte drive.
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In August of 1992 Lupe Howell attended a course offer by Silicon Graphics to learn graphics

O programming using GL , the graphics language developed by the Silicon Graphics company to obtain

the expertise necessary to develop and maintained the DQ Event Display in the Silicon Graphics

system. Lupe Howell and Kerry Hu do the system management for the Silicon Graphics.

Lupe Howell, in collaboration with Harrison Prosper _nd Laura Paterno, is currently working on

developing a Motif-based DQ User Interface Package. This package will be used throughout DO to

manage menu systems. D(0 right now is using a menu system that is VMS machine dependent.

Due to the increased use of different devices the collaboration would like a transportable code, and

Motif will meet this requirement.

During this year, as in previous years, the FSU VAX cluster has been used for DQGEANT

Monte Carlo production. We have also set, up the Monte Carlo Simulations for Trigger to allow

trigger tests to be run on the DOGEANT monte carlo data and set up the most recent, version

of the DO reconstruction program. So far this year, the FSU ciuster has processed 13.040 events

through DOGEANT and about 2000 events through reconstruction and trigger simulation.

Current. ,4 ct.it,ities

Horst Wahl is spending most of the summer of 1993 at Fermilab together with five pre-thesis

FSU summer students, as well as the 3 resident thesis FSU students.

O
James Robertson and Ed Clark are working with Harrison Prosper, who will join our faculty

in August 199.3, to study the _ -- e + _Lsignal and backgrounds. Their first project, will be to

constructing a Monte Carlo data sample. Then they will generate several signal vs. background

efficiency curves for different sets of cuts. These curves will be used to select the optimal cuts

for the top search in the tt-/,e+mu decay channel. Guoliang Wang and Feng Wen are working on

the calibration of electronics. Steve Weaver is working with Dharma on using muon energy in the

calorimeter to help in setting the calorimeter energy scale. The resident students continue monte

carlo studies connected with their these topics and analysis of real data and comparison with the

monte carlos. Sharon Hagopian has been chair of the DO Speakers Bureau since June '92. This

involves choosing DO speakers for various conferences and keeping records of who has given talks,

so that the privilege can be spread to various people and various institutions.

Horst Wahl will attend the "Physics in Collision Conference" to be held in Heidelberg, Germany

(16 to 18 June). He will give a talk on "Search for new particles at the TeVatron", and will also

present. FSU's plan to hold this conference next, year in Tallahassee.
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One of the great successes of the FSU group is due to the computer power that we have dedicated

to our Since Fermilab is saturated, the analysis, he if Monte C!arlogroup. computing always physics

or plots of various variables, our VAX cluster has been extremely important. Now that Harrison

Prosper of Fermilab is joining our faculty as associate professor, we plan to bring the DST's to FSU

and use our ALPHA cluster for the analysis oi DO events. We expect rapid progress on top events.

During the next year, two of our senior graduate students will be writing their Ph.D. disserta-

tions, one on direct photons and the other on SUSY event searches. By the beginning of 1994, we

expect to have six graduate students at Fermilab working on the next run of DO. All of these stu-

dents are presently at Fermilab but five have to come back to take the comprehensive examination

in December 1993. Our group expects to make major contributions to the DO experiment for the

next five years or so.



O 2. ALEPH at CERN LEP

(D. Levinthal, J. Lannutti, Post Doc)

The previous five years has seen the turn on of the LEP collider and a host of high precision

results coming from the electro-production and decay of the Z °. The FSU HEP group has partici-

pated in the ALEPH experiment since 1986, and has contributed to many aspects of the experiment

and the results it has produced. Our collaboration has been fruitful, and the study of Z ° production

has been one of the most important efforts in particle physics during the last five years.

The FSU group has focussed primarily on computing and analysis in ALEPH, with co_tsiderable

success; indeed, expertise in these areas was was the original reason for FSU being invited to join

the collaboration. The computing part of our contribution may be construed as a hardware contri-

bution, in that the computing and analysis systems of a large collaborative experiment constitute a

complex network of computers, which must be designed with the necessary data access and internal

data transfer bandwidth, and a natural upgrade path. As such an installation is assembled and

maintained by the collaboration, the computing system becomes in many ways just like any other

subdetector.

O From the time when the collaboration was first trying to understand how computing would be

done at LEP, (1986-1987), FSU has been involved in the organization and system design of the

ALEPH computing environment. Drawing on experience gained from the Fermilab E711 project,

we were the original advocates of the use of engineering workstations as the basic component. While

today this seems obvious, at that time (1987) it was really quite revolutionary. Our original idea of

using clustered workstations wherever possible has proven extremely successful. The quasi-online

event reconstruction is carried out using a farm of vaxstations, and ALEPH runs one of the largest

workstation clusters in the world (ALWS), from which most of the analysis is carried out. This

offiine cluster was primarily the responsibility of the FSU group, until the rest of ALEPH started

sharing the costs of system management and maintenance. Up until March of this year, ALEPH

also made substantial use of the CRAY XMP/48 at CERN. ALEPH's very successful exploitation of

this machine was mainly due to the work of the FSU scientists from SCRI who work on ALEPH, and

their experience with (',DC',, ETA and (',ray systems at FSU. Thus between these various efforts,

the FSU team on ALEPH enabled access to the majority of the computing power used by the

O collaboration.
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With the shutdown of the (',RAY, the group has had to investigate how to migrate the computing

¢:nvironment to yet newer computing platforms. As we already have a large investment in VMS

based workstations, and few of the collaboration know Unix, we have started migrating the file

server system to the new DEC alpha based wor,stations attached to an FDDI token ring. With the

batch queues migrated to these new fileservers, the workstation cluster can deliver an even higher

capacity than what we were getting from the CRAY.

There is some work involving the new open systems foundation version of unix, which proceeds

as a joint research project with DEC',. As CERN has been selected as a test site for the so called

FDDI gigaswitch, (a highspeed FDDI routing/crossbar :interconnect), the members of the ALEPH

collaboration concerned with the develcpment of the ALWS cluster have undertaken to test t.he

OSF/1 versions of the alpha workstations with the gigaswitch FDDI crossbar as a possible upgrade

of the CERN central Unix facility, SHIFT. This work: has just started with the porting of the

ALEPH :..)ftware and CERN libraries onto these systems. There are a large number of technical

difficulties, bat in the next few weeks we should :ave a working software environment.

The dat_ analysis we have worked on divides into two subjects, the electroweak interpretation of

the Z ° decays and production rates, and the study of charm fragmentation. T!e electroweak analysis

O has focused on asing the standard model directly to fit. the measured cross sections, incorporating the

analysis cu*s into the theoretical calculations. This enormously simplifies the analysis, and reduces

the reliance on Monte Carlo evaluated co_'rections and their associated systematic errors. This

melding of _he theoretical and experimental selection c_-iteria was described in a study of simulated

data samples ref. [1]. These ideas are slowly being incorporated into the standard ALEPH analyses

but it seems that. new ideas take a long time to be accepted. It is currently planned that the final

lepton differenti,xl cross sections will be constructed as explained in ref. [1], rapidity cuts,reduced

phase space cross sections etc., for in this form they can easily be restudied in light of future ideas.

The det.ermination of the standard model input parameters, (M:, Mtop, i_Ihiggs, CtqedandGferm i ).

is not uniquely from the LEP data. The values of C'_qed and Gferm i are taken from low energy ex-

periments. The separate effects of the Higgs and top masses cannot be disentangled from these data

alone. However, the Higgs mass effects are quite small, and can be parameterized as an additional

error on the tcp mass. The accuracy of the existing ALEPH data sample (1990 + 1991 + 1992)

results in an error on the top mass of approx_imately 30 GeV if no other measurements (W mass

from t_'.DF/UA2, for example) are used. This ignores the uncertainty in the Higgs mass (100-700

GeV) that is usually assumed and the resulting contribution to the error on the top mass.
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As the s'_atistical precision of the electroweak data has improved, the virtue of an independent

O analysis has been better appreciated, particularly given '..he extremely different stRtistir,_] treatment

and systematic errors involved in directly fitting the differential lepton distributions. The large

number of degrees of freedom in the global fit allow a statistical analysis of the contributions to

the overall ,(2. This has clarified several peculiarities seen in the data, relieving some worries about

the published energy dependence of the lepton forward backward asymmetries. An experimental

verification of a small asymmetry in the detector acceptance for wide angle Bhabhas was also found,

improving the confidence in the monte carlo simulation of the detector.

The objective of this study of the energy dependence of the angular distributions of leptons was

the investigation of the consistency of the axial coupling determined from the Z ° - -)' interference

with the value determined from the partial widths. The linearity of the interference in the couplings

led to the realization that the energy dependence of the b quark forward- backward asymmetry

could yield a measure of the linear sum of the b quark charges. This is a fundamentally different

measurement of the charge than the usual quadratic sum over colors that is made. The two together

help limit the possibility that the quark charges could depend on color. Perhaps more importantly,

it is the linear sum that comes into the cancelation of the triangle anomaly, the cancelation coming

O about only because the sum of the charges in a generation of leptons and quarks is zero. The

experimental verification of the necessary condition for the cancelation can be tested through this

energy dependence. This technique has been incorporated into the paper on the b quark forward-

backward asymmetry now in preparation.

When the first data was being accumulated (1989), we were involved in studying the parity

violation of the weak interaction through charge flow asymmetry in 'hadronic interactions. This

charge asymmetry suffers from systematic uncertainties, but in the early running of LEP its larger

statistical power made it an important measurement. An FSU graduate student, L. Sawyer, was

fundamental in developing the global event analysis that was used, for which he received his PhD

soon after. The analysis is still continued within ALEPH along the original lines.

With the increase in statistics anticipated in the next two runs, the detailed electroweak analysis

will determine the effects of the virtual corrections to the Z ° production and decays to a precision

that, coupled with the eventual direct measurement of the top mass, will yield the first measurement

of the spontaneous symmetry breaking sector. It is these measurements that will truely test the

gauge theory of weak inte:'actions and its nonabelian nature. The anticipated precision will leave

the LEP data sample as one of the great measurements of particle physics. The final presentation
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of these measurements is something to which we have contributed in a fundamental manner, having

O devised a method of defining cross sections that ca.n be reanalyzed a._.future dates.

LEP has yielded copious data on charm production and fragmentation. M.Ikeda, an FSU

postdoc, has worked on charm physics from 1989 until leaving the group in the second half of

1992. This included measurements of the beauty/charm and ',ector/scalar production ratios, and

the charm fragmentation function. He has also helped to maintain the SANDY nanodst package,

which has grown rapidly in popularity and has been adopted by several additional analysis groups.

[1] D. Levinthal, F. Bird, R. G. Stuart, B. W. Lynn, Zeitschrift ltir Physik C53,617 (1992).
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C. SSC, Preparation, Detector Development and Detector Construction

The Detector Development Laboratory was established about ten years ago for the design,

building, testing and quality control of experimental equipment. In close collar ration with the

engineers in our machine shop, we have build substantial components for our past fixed target

experiments, namely for the BNL experiment 771, time of flight, system, to separate the K from

proton and the FNAL E711 experiment where we built a substantial portions of the equipment.

For the FNAL DO collider, we built, over 3,500 parts for the liquid argon calorimeter. This

detector just. completed a very successful data taking run. We also built a thickness measuring

device for the uranium plates of the DO calorimeter. This device used an IBM PC to move a sonic

thickness measuring sensor over an area of about. 3 meters x 2 meters. In addition during the past.

year we helped in the design of a prototype tracker for the CERN experiment. ALEPH upgrade that

used 8 mm straw tubes. We built, the end plates for this prototype.

The SSC effort has now a two prong effort.. One is directed towards the SDC detector and the

other aims to make more radiation hard scintillators. Below we will discuss each project separately.

O
1. SSC Experimental Program with emphasis on SD('..

(V. Hagopian, E. Johnson; several starting graduate students,

three engineers and five undergraduate students. During the past

few years many more physicists have worked on this program including

John Womersley)

Our major effort during the past four years has been on SSC detectors. Nine FSU high energy

physicists are now members of the SDC collaboration, of which four are from SCRI. The experi-

mental group has recently concentrated on the calorimeter development and one of our members

(Vasken Hagopian) has been serving on the SD(! Calorimeter Technical Board. Two other FSU

physicist were members of another SSC detector proposal (EMPACT), but only one physicist con-

tinued with GEM and in January 1993 he took a position with the SSC laboratory. Funding for

the SSC detector development has been augmented by SSCL funds and TNRLC grants.

Our detector development effort is housed in three laboratory rooms in the Physics building

of our university. In addition we use the facilities of the material science group to aluminize the

O end of fibers and the 3 MeV electron accelerator facility to irradiate plastic scintillators and wave
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length shifting fibers. The physics department shop facilities are also used extensively, where a

numerical control milling machine is used to cut, polish and groove scintillating tiles. During

the past decade we have collected specialized tools and electronics, that now form the core of

our detector development and prototyping laboratory. Most of the equipment was purchased using

Physics Department. funds. We now have a modest amount of equipment for the design, prototyping

and testing of various components. The hardware includes:

1. MicroVAX II with CAMAC interface and software. This equipment is now at Fermilab and was

used in the test beam of the hanging file cMorimeter.

2. Macintosh II with CAMAC interface and software; decommissioned in favor of using 486 com-

puters which are more reliable and faster.

3. Three CAMAC crates with about fifteen CAMAC boards, including TDC, ADC, etc.

4. Three NIM crates and about 15 NIM units.

5. High voltage power supplies; one Lecroy and three Bert.ran.

6. Four oscilloscopes, including one 500 MHz digital sampling oscilloscope and one microchannel

plate 500 MHz analog oscilloscope.

7. Spectrophotometer connected to a second (older) Macintosh computer.

8. Six IBM PC', compatible units for data collection and analysis (386 and 486). Three connected

to C,AMAC crates.

9. 2.5 meter long black box to measure scintillating and WLS fiber attenuation length and light

yield. Excitation is by means of 30 KVolt X-ray source, UV light, o_: blue scintillator light. This

unit is controlled by one of the 486 computers.

10. CAD/CAM system for PC board layout and mechanical design.

11. Phototubes, bases, scintillators, fibers, etc.

12. Two cosmic ray telescopes to measure scintillator tile fiber light yield, efficiencies and fluor

decay times. Each telescope has lead absorbers to ensure minimunl ionizing muons.

Most of our effort, has been for the SSC SD(', experiment. During the summer of 1993 we have

one full time graduate student, at, Fermilab, working wit.h Drs. Steve Gurlay and Mike Lamm on

the calorimeter prototype. Also during the summer of 1991 two of our students were residents at

Fermilab. The rest of the effort is ii1 Tallahassee. We have given numerous reports at SDC meetings
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and have written six SDC notes during the past year. In addition talks were also given at many

conferences and workshops, the latest one at the III International Conference on Calorimetry in

High Energy Physics held in Corpus Christy, Texas. We have organised and hosted two conferences

on "Radiation Damage" known as RADDAMg0 and RADDAM92 and we edited the proceedings

of each conference which were published in a very timely manner. At the end of this section we

list all the papers published by us. The second proceeding was published by Pergamon Press as

a special 436 page January/February issue of the Radiation Physics and Chemistry journal. The

topic is "International Conference On Radiation-Tolerant Plastic Scintillators and Detectors" edited

by Kurtis Johnson and Roger Clough. These two RADDAM conferences brought together HEP

physicists and chemist to work together on Radiation Damage.

SSC SD(', experiment has by now made many technological decisions and several more minor

ones need to done within the next year or so. The calorimeter for this detector has chosen the

technology of scintillating plates and wave length shifting (WLS) fibers. Both scintillators and fibers

suffer radiation damage and our group has measured this damage for over 50 different scintillators

and fibers. \,Ve had decided on the type of scintillator (Kuraray SCSN38) and fiber (Kuraray Yll-

200) to use for the prototype, but the availability of the fluor for the SCSN38 is now in question

O and so we soon have to choose another scintillator that our Japanese colleagues are willing to

supply. The prototype we are building is a full scale wedge (1/16) of the barrel calorimeter. For

the end ca,ps the preferred choice is a green scintillator tile using 3HF fluor and orange fiber using

green extended phototubes. We at FSU have extensively tested these green extended phototubes

and our results show that for green fluors such as K27 used in BICRON BC,F91A and Kuraray

Yll-200 the photoelectron yield is up 40% while for the orange fiber .the number is much higher.

The 3HF fluor was first suggested by an FSU chemist during a discussion with us and other HEP

colleagues. In December 1991 the SD(', calorimeter management identified our group for several

of these efforts. This work is shared with Fermilab, Argonne National Laboratory, University

of Michigan and Louisiana State University. We have tested scintillators and WLS fibers from

BICRON, KURARAY and POLYHITECH Corporations.

The High Energy Physics group at Florida State University has taken a very active roll in the

preparation of the design of the SDC detector. Our expertise is in the precise ineasurement of

light yield and radiation damage of plastic scintillators and fibers and all its associates components.

In addition several members of our group also contribute substantially to the effort of computer

O simulations. Initially our group concentrated its efforts on the calorimeter and tracking sub-systems.
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When the tracking group decided to build a straw tube tracker, we reprogrammed our efforts totally

on the calorimeter sub-system only. Now fibers for tracking are back in discussion and we may yet

be asked to help.

Florida State University has had an active program to study radiation damage to plastic scin-

tillator and fibers for the past four years. FSU contributed to the first demonstrations of the

exceptional radiation hardness of 3-HF based fibers, the use of silicone based glue adhesive, the

first systematic damage investigation of a complete EM module and has been testing commercial

products on a ongoing basis. We have also been providing radiation damage facilities and testing

on an informal basis to all SSC related groups at last count these included FNAL, Texas A&M,

Rockefeller, Duke, Bicron, Kuraray, CEBAF and Soviet Union (at no charge).

This cooperative atmosphere has contributed, for example, to the rapid progress of Jim White's

capillary studies and Bicron's program to create rad-hard fluors and plastic bases, as well as the

long-term ageing tests led by Nikos Giokaris of Rockefeller, Carl Zorn of CEBAF and Richard

Gustafson on Michigan.

The list of projects to .which we are contributing includes:

1. Ongoing damage surveys of any commercial product of interest (bulk scintillator, fibers, adhe-

sives, etc. }

2. Close collaborative testing of Kuraray's and Bicron's new developments (including recently, for

example, the new cladding of Yll fibers)

3. Studies of optimal tile/fiber light coupling geometries, machining practice and glues

4. Electromagnetic module radiation damage tests at Beijing

5. Long-term ageing tests of both bulk scintillator and fibers

6. We have provided DAQ, PM's and manpower to the test beam run at FNAL.

7. Measuring several wave shifting fibers for efficiency and radiation damage, including BCF91,

BCF91A, Y7, Yll and very recently the fast WLS fiber from BI(IRON TYPE G2.

During the summer of 1991 we had two students at FNAL assembling the hanging file calorimeter

units, the test beam modules and also provided some manpower help to the Argonne C,alorimetry

test module effort. We have so far cut and grooved 22 plates for a new electromagnetic module that

has been sent to Beijing. We have diamond cut and grooved plates for the first test tower of the

O Argonne Unit. Our shops also have cut, polished and grooved 300 plates for the second tower of the
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Argonne calorimeter unit. Just recently we diamond cut and grooved 50 plates of a new BIC',RON

Q co-polymer scintillator for testing at. Argonne National Laboratory.

During the next. year we expect to contribute substantially to the development of the calorimetry.

Our work will not. be limited to radiation damage tests but, includes investigations on the groove

shapes, machining operations and optimization of light, collection, as well as continued development

and selection of the best tile/fiber combination. We will also contribute to the design and building
of modules.

The major task of this R&D is to work with industry and possibly others to produce the

brightest scintillating plate-fiber combination, which is the most radiation damage resistant.

1. For irradiation damage, we will continue to work with BIC',RON and others in testing irradiation

damage o¢ ;cintillator-fiber systems which in geometry is very ,-lose to the final design. BICRON

and Kt, _y will continue to send samples that are more ramation hard. By now BIC!RON

has prr duced a simple polystyrene based scintillator (BC499-.52), which is .50% brighter than

Kuraray SCSN81 and more radiation hard. The major effort, will be in producing scintillators

and fibers with longer. Wavelengths, to get, the spectrum away from the transmission damage

O region. We will continue to measure the irradiation damage to ali samples using our 3 MeV
electron accelerator. Two years ago we showed that multiple grooves show less radiation damage

and this method has now been accepted for the very high radiation area (eta of about .3-6).

2. Testing grooves for scintillators. In the past, we have cut. grooves in scintillators that have

produced more light as well as less variation front unit to unit. Our design produced 70% more

light than the previous designs. We will continue this effort., as well as, the R&D of groove

cutting at the highest, speed possible. At. this time this speed is about .50cre/rain and seems to

be the limit in groove cutting speed. We will test new ideas to increase this rate without the

scintillator-fiber sustaining damage.

3. Wave shifting fibers and coupling to clear fibers. So far we have used the BICRON BCF91A

and Kuraray double clad Yll fibers. We have also worked with industry, namely Vitran Corp.

to fuse WLS fibers to clear fibers and their first batch looks very promising. There is damage in

both the fiber and the cladding. It is known that amongst clear fibers, silica (glass) fibers have

the least, irradiation damage. We will experiment in the coupling of these fibers to the wave

shifting fibers. In addition, we will work with industry to improve the brightness and speed of

the wave shifting fibers as well as the irradiation hardness. So far an improvement of a factor

of 40% has already occurred, but we do not believe that this brightness is the limit. We have
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already investigated the mirroring of the end of a fiber with either silver or aluminum. We will

continue this effort..

4. We have shown that scintillators wrapped in TYVEK paper (made by Dupont) increase the

light, yield by about 80%. This value is still more than 30% compared to Almninum foil or

Muminized mylar. This method has now been accepted by SDC.

5. HEP Conununity Effort. In the past we have contributed to this effort in the form of providing

manpower for assembly and beam testing of modules at laboratories. We have also cut and

polished scintillators and grooved them for both the Fermilab and Argonne modules. We also

irradiate various components for other SDC users, including those groups working in the forward

calorimeter, where radiation levels are much higher. We will continue all this type of service.

We have helped a group at DESY build scintillator calorimeter test module for LHC.

Every member of this collaboration has been with this R&:D effort, for over two years with the

exception of two first year graduate students. Our research group has developed precision measuring

techniques for both irradiation levels and light output reduction due to irradiation dan:age. For

irradiation damage we use tlhe FSU 3 MeV electron accelerator that can give controlled amount

of minimum ionizing particles to damage scintillators and fibers. We have also constructed light

output measuring devices which are controlled by P(' computers. The excitations are by 30 KeV

X-rays, UV light, and blue scintillator light. Results are checked against, cosmic muons using digital

oscilloscope and digital electronics (both QVT and CAMAC). In the past we damaged and measured

individual components. S_arting several months ago, all our work is directed towards the systems

of scintillators and fibers nested inside each other.

Below we list a partial list of our related publications.

PUBLISHED PAPERS

1. Can a Pb/SCIFI Calorimeter Survive the SSC?, K.F. Johnson, et al., Proceedings of the Work-

shop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators, FSU, 1990. Ed. K.F..lohnson, 93-103,

Florida State University ( 1991 ).

2. Summary of Workshop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators, K.F. Johnson. Proceed-

ings of the Workshop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators, FSU 1990, Ed. I(.F.

Johnson, pp. 127-130. Florida State University (1991).

3. Radiation Damage Tests of New Scintillating Fibers and Plates, M. Bertoldi, M. Goforth, V.

O Hagopian. K. Ht:.K.F..Johnson, P. Flttlon 3, .J. Thomaston. H. Wahl, H. Whitaker, .J. Xu, (!.A.
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Young, Proceedings of 1990 Symposium on Detector Research and Development for the SSC',,

O Fort Worth, Eds. Dombeck, Kelly and Yost, p. 674, World Scientific Press (1991).

4. Effect of Radiation-Induced Discoloration of the cladding on Liquid Scintillating Fibers, V.

Hagopian, K. Hu, K.F. Johnson, J.Thomaston, H. Whitaker, et al, Proceedings of 1990 Sym-

posium on Detector Research and Development for the SSc, Fort _Vorth, Eds. Dombeck, Kelly

and Yost, p. 677, World Scientific Press (1991).

.5. Design of Readout Electronics for a Scintillating Plate Calorimeter, V. Hagopian, K.F. Johnson,

et al, Proceedings of 1990 Symposium on Detector Research and Development for the SSC, Fort.

_Vorth, Eds. Dombeck, Kelly and Yost, p. 438, World Scientific Press (1991).

6. Radiation Damage Tests of a Scintillating Fiber Calorimeter, K.F..Johnson, et al. Proceedings

of 1990 Symposium on Detector Research and Development for the SSC, Fort Worth, Eds.

Dombeck, Kelly and Yost, p. 672, World Scientific Press (1991).

7. Scintillators for Calorimetry, M. Bertoldi, V. Hagopian, E. Hernandez, K. Hu, C. hnmer, K.F.

Johnson and J. Thomaston, Proceedings of the 1991 DPF Meeting in Vancouver, Eds. Axen,

Bryman and Comyn, p. 1164, World Scientific Press (1992).

8. Single Tile-Fiber Unit. of SDC Calorimeter, V. Hagopian, E. Bartosz, M. Bertoldi, E. Hernandez,

K. Hu, C!. hnmer, K.F..Johnson, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker, Proceedings of the Interna-

tional Conference on Radiation Tolerant Scintillators and Detectors, Florida State University ,

1992, in Radiation Physics and Chemistry, vol. 41, pp. 401-407 (1993).

9. Machining of Scintillator Tiles for the SDC Calorimeter, M. Bertoldi, E. Bartosz, C. Davis, V.

Hagopian, E. Hernandez, K. Hu, C. hnmer, and J. Thomaston, Proceedings of the International

Conference on Radiation Tolerant Scintillators and Detectors, Florida State University, 1992,

in Radiation Physics and Chemistry, vol. 41, pp. 413-416 (1993).

10. Fiber Sputtering and Painting, E. Hernandez, E. Bartosz, M. Bertoldi, V. Hagopian, K. Hu,

C. hnmer, K.F. Johnson, J. Thoma.ston and H. Whitaker, Proceedings of the International

Conference on Radiation Tolerant. Scintillators and Detectors, Florida State University (1992)

in Radiation Physics and Chemistry, vol. 41, pp. 409-411 (1993).

11. Pre-Radiation Environmental Effects on Radiation Damage of Scintillator Bases, H.L. Whitaker

and K.F. Johnson, Proceedings of the International Conference on Radiation Tolerant. Scintil-

lators and Detectors, Florida State University (1992) in Radiation Physics and Chemistry, vol.

41, pp. 121-126 (1993).
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12. Beam Tests of Composite Calorimeter Configurations from Reconfigurable-stack Calorimeter,

O E. Bartosz, V. Hagopian, H. Whitaker, ct al. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics

Research A329, pp 50-61 (1993).

PAPERS ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

13. Light Yield and Radiation Hardness of Scintillator-Fiber System. V. Hagopian, E. Bartosz, M.

Bertoldi, D. Davis, K. Hu, C. Immer, K.F. Johnson, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker. Pro-

ceedings of the III International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics in Corpus

Christy, Tx. (1992) To Be Published

SSC - SDC NOTES Internal Reports

14. SDC-92-289 MACHINING OF SCINTILLATOR TILES FOR THE SDC CALORIMETER July

17, 1992 M. Bertoldi, E. Bartosz, C. Davis, V. Hagopian, E. Hernandez, K. Hu, C. Immer and

J. Thomaston

15. SDC-92-290 SINGLE TILE-FIBER UNIT OF SDC CALORIMETER July 17, 1992 V. Hagopian.

E. Bartosz, m. Bertoldi, E. Hernandez, K. Hu, (!. hnmer, K. Johnson, J. Thomaston and H.

Whitaker

16. SDC,-92-291 FIBER SPUTTERING AND PAINTING July 17, 1992 E. Hernandez, E. Bartosz,

M. Bertoldi, V. Hagopian, K. Hu, (!. Immer, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker

17. SDC-93-420 GREEN EXTENDED PHOTOTUBES December 1, 1992 E. Bartosz, D. Davis, V.

Hagopian, K. Hu, C. hnmer, K. Johnson, J. Thomaston, H. Whitaker

18. SDC-93-421 DECAY TIMES OF WAVELENGTH SHIFTING FIBERS AND SCINTILLATOR

PLATES November 1, 1992 E. Bartosz, M. Bertoldi, D. Davis, V. Hagopian, K. Hu, C. Immer,

K. Johnson, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker

19. SDC-93-422 WHITE PAINT FOR SCINTILLATOR EDGES December 1, 1992 E. Bartosz, hl.

Bertoldi, D. Davis, V. Hagopian, K. Hu, C. Immer, K. Johnson, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS:

1. Proceedings of the Workshop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators. Ed. Kurtis John-

son, March 1990 held at Florida State University. Published by Florida State University in 1990

(131 pages).
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2. Proceeding of the International Conference on Radiation Tolerant Plastic Scintillators and De-

tectors. Ed. Kurtis Johnson and Roger L. C_lough, May 1992 held at Florida State University.

Published by Pergamon Press as the January/ February 1993 issue of the journal Radiation

Physics and Chemistry (436 pages).
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O 2. Application Specific Radiation Damage Studies (ASRADS)

(K. Johnson and collaborators)

INTRODUCTION

Plastic scintillator is foreseen in many roles at the SSC',. Scintillating tiles read out by plastic

waveshifting fibers (the so-called tile/fiber unit. cell) comprise the chosen technology for the b,rrel

and endcap calorimeters of SD(',. Scintillating fibers are the designated alternative/backup to the

straw tube tracker.

Plastic scintillator has many advantages; it. is cheap, mMleable and fast. It. enables compensation

in calorimetry and is available in quantity from established manufacturers. But. it falls short in two

important qualities for its use at t.he SSC. Radiation tolerance and light yield are inadequate.

The survivabilit.y of the tile/fiber cell in the ba.rrel is barely assured and is clearly inadequate for

the endcaps. The light yield of tracking fibers is insufficient and will not allow efficient, tracking

using photomultipliers as the photodetectors. The VLPC and APD are still developmental, so fiber

O tracking not a practical reality for the SSC. The situation today, however, especially withis still

regard to fibers, is much superior to that of four years ago.

At that. time fibers with attenuation lengths greater than about one meter were not available -

a six meter tracker was unattainable. Radiat.ion tolerance was very poor. This situation changed

dramatically when the first measurements of a 3HF based fiber were done by the Florida State

University/University of Florida collaboration in early 1989 as part of the SSC Generic Detector

Research Program. The attenuation length of unirradiat.ed 3HF fiber was twice that of other fibers

and its radiation hardness was nearly ten times greater. 3HF was the first example of an ESIPT

(Excited State Intramolecular Proton Transfer) fluor - a type of fluor which has extremely low self

absorbtion - to be tested in a fiber.

ETIOLOGY

The SSC Generic Detector Research programs spawned t.wo follow-on projects at. FSU, one,

which is specifically targeted at the SDC calorimet.er, is under the direction of Prof.V. Hagopian

and is described separately; the other, under Dr. K.F. Johnson, aims to create better radiation-hard

scintillators and detectors by optimizing for a given application. In particular, early studies made

O clear that improving scintillating fibers and improving tiles would require very different techniques.
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In order to achieve large attenuation lengths, fibers require fluors which exhibit low self-absorbtion

of emitted For which have much shorter thanlight.. tiles, however, generally pathlongths fibers, a

large attenuation length is of secondary importance. For a tile stability of light yield is important

and that is achieved by having high fluor concentrations. In this case the pre-eminant factors are

solubility and extinction coefficient. In either case, tile or fiber, using fluors which emit at the

longest practical wavelength enhances radiation tolerance.

The Generic Detector programs at FSU were carried out in collaboration with the University

of Florida and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In its 2 years duration it produced

several significant results:

1) The first radiation damage tests of 3HF fiber and proof of its superior qualities was done by

this collaboration [1,2]. 3HF fiber, because of its low self-absorbtion and radiation hardness is

still the fiber of choice for most applications.

2) The two assured strategies of enhancing radiation tolerance of plastic scintillator, namely shift.-

ing emission wavelengths towards the red and increasing the concentration of the dopants, were

both discovered and shown to work by the collaboration [.3,4].

3) The first systematic radiation damage tests of calorimeter modules were done [5,6,T,8].

4) As a by-product of the latter the highest resolution electromagnetic sampling calorimeter in the

published literature was constructed ( 4.4% /sqrt.(E) )[ibid. p..510].

We used commercially produced plastic scintillator for these investigations. The variations found

in nominally identical samples led us to conclude that. further progress in understanding the bases of

radiation damage would require control over the sample composition and the expertise and insights

of professional chemists. These considerations have led to a TNRL(I supported interdisciplinary

project, ASRADS, (total funding since 1991: $385,000) t.o study the radiation damage problem

from a more basic perspective. The project involves organic, physical and analytical chemists

who synthesize new plastic base materials and fluors, carry out spectroscopic measurements and

analyse radiation degradation products, and a, particle physicist (the P.I.) who designs procedures

and determines the direction of the overall effort.. We are advised by Prof. M.Kasha of the FSU

Chemistry department, who discovered the ESIPT mechanism and used 3HF as a model system to

study it.

SURVEY of RESULTS

ASRADS has pursued a multi-pronged attack on the problem of radiation damage. A search

of laser dyes which might be useful as scintillator dyes was carried out. A program of syntheses of
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new fluors was begun. Simultaneously, a series of experiments on the chemical mechanisms of color

center fozmation in polystyrene and polyvinyltoluene was initiated.

The laser dye se,'.,ch turned up many interesting fluors most of which were insoluble in polystyrene

and thus useless for our purposes. Synthesis of new fluors, however, yielded very promising results

quickly and we have concentrated most of our resources on this aspect.

In the past two years we have synthesized 26 new ESIPT fluors. Of these, about four have

acceptable characteristics (quantum efficiency, extinction coefficient, solubility, stability, low self-

absorbtion of emitted light) to be worth further consideration. That is, they are possibly even better

than 3HF. One of them_ metl ylvinyl3HF, has been shown to have 25% higher quantum efficiency

and twice the extinction coefficient of 3HF. Its z_lf-absorbtion is much lower. A scintillating fiber

has been made from t'ti_ fluor and has the longe,_, attenuation length and highest light yield of

any fiber made to date. The attenuation length is 50% longer than the "equivalent" 3HF fiber

made by the same manufacturer and has 10% to 20% greater light yield. In short, it is the best

fiber ever made. This translates to a four-fold increase of light at the photodetector compared to

the best commercially available fiber. Our target of doubling the attenuation length over the best

now commercially available, giviitg an order-of-magnitude increase in light at the photodetctor,

would make six mcter trackers using common phototubes instead of exotic and expensive (and not-

yet-available) photodetectors a possibility. We are now collaborating wit_l', Kuraray and Fermilab

to adjust the fluor concentrations of methylv_nyl3HF so that an optimi_ed fiber for SSO tracking

applications can be made.

The investigations into color center formation revealed phenomena which are of interest to both

chemists concerned with the mechanisms of radiation damage and to physicists who intend to build

and operate a scintillating calorimeter. One very unexp cted finding was that color centers continue

to form after irradiation ceases. Until then the common assumption was that annealing proceeded

concurrently with irradiation and then took over when the radiation stopped. This new observation

was used to track do,vn and identify the molccular mechanism of these color centers [9]. Extremely

detailed spectroscopic measurements were done on the diffusion boundary of air into polystyrene;

how the bound_.ry moves with time, how its spectroscopic makeup changes with time, etc. This is

information which will allow an engineer to compute an approximate response of a scintillator to

irradiation [10]. Another startling discovery was that the pre-irradiation treatment of scintillator

will affect its radia*.ion hardness. For instance, plastic scintillator which has been kept warm (60

O C) for a couple of days prior to irradiation is much more easily radiation damaged [11,12]. Clearly,
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storing scintillator plates in a trailer in the hot Texas sun before sliding them into the calorimeter

O must be avoided.

ASRADS also co-operated on low dose rate tests of scintillator [12,13] and on "in situ" tests

of calorimeter modules in beamlines [14]. ASRADS has invented a new kind of polymer, a low

self-absorbing, completely intrinsic scintillator and several new fluors. The U.S Patent office has

informed us that three patents, based on this work, will begin issuing this summer. The publication

to the scientific community of our fluor research results, which has been considerably retarded by

the desire of FSU to obtain patents, will commence at that time.

._EFERENCES
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World Scientific Press.

7. "High-Resolution Pb/SCIFI Calorimetry: Performance and Radiation Damage Studies" D.W.Hertzog,

Proceedings of the First International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics, Fer-

milab, Oct., 1990, (eds.D.Anderson, M.Derrick, et al., World Scientific).
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8. "Radiation Damage Tests on a Scintillating Fiber Calorimeter", K.F.Johnson et al., Nuc. Isr.

Meth., A317(1992)506-514.

9. "Recovery of Radiation-Induced Color Centers in Poly(Vinyltoluene)." T.E. Herod, J. B.

Schlenoff and K.F.Johnson, Radiation Physics and Chemistry, Vol. 41 No. 1/2, 65-75 (1993).

10. "Temperature Treatment of Plastic Scintillator Affects Radiation Hardness." K.F.Johnson and

H.L. Whitaker. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A301, 372-375 (1991).

11. "Pre-Irradiation Environmental Effects on Radiation Damage of Polystyrene." H.L. Whitaker

and K.F.Johnson, Radiation Physics and Chemistry, Vol. 41 No. 1/2, 121-126 (1993).

12. "Study of Dose-Rate Effects on the Radiation Damage of SCSN23, SCSN81, SCSN81+Y7 and

3HF Scintillators." N.D. Giokaris, M. Contreras, K.F.Johnson, A.D. Pla-Dalmau, and J. Zim-

merman , Radiation Physics and Chemistry, Vol. 41 No. 1/2, 315-320 (1993).

13. "Preliminary Results From a Low Dose Rate Irradiation of Selected Plastic Scintillating Fibers."

C. Zorn, B. Kross, S. Majewski, and R. Wojcik and K.F.Johnson, Radiation Physics and Chem-

istry, Vol. 41 No. 1/2, 195-204 (199.3).

14. "Radiation Damage of Tile/Fiber Scintillator Modules for the SDC Calorimeter", S. Han, L.

Hu, N. Liu, H. Mao, Y. Tan, H. Shi, G. Wang, C. Zhang, G. Zhang, L. Zhang, Z. Zhang, X.

Zhao, L. Zheng, X. Zhong, Y. Zhou, A. Byon, D. Green, A. Para, K.F.Johnson and V. Barnes,

Radiation Physics and Che,nistry, Vol. 41 No. 1/2,273-281 (1993).
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D. Computing, Networking and VAX Upgrade to ALPHA

Computing has been an important resource at FSU for the HEP experimental and theoretical

groups, and is heavily used in data reduction, data analysis, and monte carlo event generation

for efficiency and acceptance calculations. We acquired our first VAX computer in 1981, but for

heavy computing relied mostly on the university computing center's CDC computers throughout.

the decade of the 80's. In 1987 we established a small cluster of VAXes, and in 1989 we, in

partnership of DOE with the university, upgraded in a major way, so that our cluster became a major

computing resource. Our philosophy has been to continually add newer and faster workstations to

the cluster every year. Most of the funding for these workstation and disk upgrades has come from

the university. We are now in the process of adding DE(', ALPHA computers to the same cluster:

one is now at CERN but is scheduled to return to FSU in August; two are now on order (one boot

node and one satellite node), and we plan to order two more before the year's end. A brief history

of VAX computing at. FSU is listed in the tables below:

HEP VAX Computing on Campus (Keen Bldg.)

year # of # of # of VUP's Gbytes
(31-Dec) boot CPU's color (.2 MFLOPS) of hard

CPU's CPU's disk

1986 1 1 0 1 0.4
1987 1 6 1 5 1.7
1988 1 8 1 8 6
1989 2 30 1 70 8
1990 2 33 2 80 19
1991 2 34 2 145 30
1992 2 30 2 180 27
6-1-93 2 29 2 260 27
end-of 1993 3 34 2 760 44

note that 760 VUP's represents at least 150 MegaFLOPS.

VAX computing off campus (CERN and FNAL)

year # of color VUP's Gbytes
(31-Dec) CPU's CPU's (.2 MFLOPS) of disk
1987 2 0 5 1
1988 4 0 10 1
1989 5 0 2O 4
1990 5 0 20 5
1991 6 0 33 5
1992 10 0 60 12
6-1-93 12 1 165 13
end-of 1993 11 1 65 34

In March 1992 we added _ Silicon Graphics CRIMSON/ELAN computer to enhance our color

graphics capabilities. This computer is used intensively for developing the graphics systems for
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the Fermilab DO experiment,. The group also has two NEXT computers, six 386/486 computers,

O four Macintosh computers. All computers are networked together via Thin\Viro Ethernet., andand

a bridge separates us from the rest. of the campus network. The university fiber optic network

connects us through a T1 line to the SSC lab and also a T1 line to Fermilab.

Florida State University has made substantial contributions to our computing facilities, pro-

viding over half the funds for the hardware acquisitions over the years. The 1981 purchase of our

first, VAX and the 1989 major upgrade to a dual boot. node LAVC were both financed 50% by

DOE and 50% by The Florida State University ($150,000 contributed by each for each of the two

upgrades). We also get periodic funds from FSU for purchases of workstations, hard disks, and

other peripherals.

In 1994 we propose to upgrade the ALPHA boot node to a system similar to the one that. has

been so successful with the VAXes, namely: a dual bool_ node system with connected DSSI ])uses

(e.g.: single CPU DEC 4000 Model 600 computers, except, that we will want. to purchase something

quite a bit. less expensive; or possibly two SCSI workstations with SCSI to DSSI adapters (e.g,

C,MD's CDI-4000.); four fast. DSSI "system" disks (e.g. the 852 Megabyte RF35's capable of T3

I/O's per second); and a SC,SI bus on at. least, one of the boot. nodes, so that we can move the

tape unit. and C,D-ROM from the existing ALPHA boot. node. The actual configuration will be

determined by what. is available around early 1994. We will need a cluster "farm" of ALPHA

workstations to analyse the DO data, and intend to upgrade the workstation cluster in a more or

less continuous fashion. The VAX cluster is rapidly becoming obsolete, and will be phased out over

the course of several years.

Our present VAX system with the dual boot node has been very'stable and going down only

when we have a total power failure (several times a year). This dependability has allowed the DO

Monte Carlo and the work of our theorist to advance rapidly. We consider a dual boot node ALPHA

a necessity if we want to achieve the full capability of the cluster.
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Upgrade proposal for HEP Local Area VMS Cluster for early 1994:

O (ali "VAXes" are either "VAXstations" or "VAXservers")

C,urrent Speed :rf:now in Upgrade to Speed Cost total
computers (VUPS) cluster (FNAL (or add) (VUPS) (each) cost
in cluster +CERN) *

Dual DSSI 200 $100,000
AXP boot
nodes

VAX 2000 .75 2 250 Mh AXP 200 $20,000 $40,000
VAX 3100-30 2.75 6 ( 8) 250 Mh AXP 200 $20,000 $160,000
VAX 3400 2.5 2

(Dual DSSI
boot nodes)

VAX 3200 2.7.5 1
(Q-BUS)

VAX 3100-76 7.7.5 10 (14)
VAX 4000-60 12 4
VAX 4000-90 36 3
AXP 3000-400 100 2 (1)

Total (lost $300,000

* Workstation prices include additional (3td party) memory and several GB disks.

This upgrade would give us a redundant dual boot node system for the ALPHA's similar to

the one we have had since July 1989 for the VAXes (and greatly increase the "system" disk I/O's

per second throughput). It would also increase our computing capacity by about 2400 VUPS, i.e.

more than quadruple our current computing power. We request $150,000 each form the US DOE

and The Florida State University for this major upgrade of our computing facilities.
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V.Particle Theory Program

During this past year the high energy theory group has consisted of two tenured or tenure-track

faculty members (Baer and Owens), one Research Scientist (Baur), two Research Associates (Kao

and Keller), and three graduate students funded by this contract (Bailey, Chen, and Munroe).

Howie Baer has been promoted to the rank of Associate Professor, effective in August 1993. This

promotion was two years early, in recognition of his excellent, performance. In addition Howie has

been awarded an SSC Fellowship for 1993-94. Stephane Keller joined the group in July 1992, having

received his Ph. D. from the University of Wisconsin, Madison. B. Bailey received his Ph. D. degree

in May of this year.

There has been extensive participation in conferences and workshops during the past. year. H.

Baer was on the organizing conlmittee for MC '93 which was held here in February. Various members

served as co-chairs of working groups for the Argonne-Madison SSC', Workshop and a number of

talks were presented by group nlembers at the beginning (Madison) and concluding (Argonne)

phases of the workshop. Several presentations were also made at the DPF '92 conference. These

are described in sonle detail below. Baer gave presentations at. the Erice meeting on SUSY particles,

the SUSY93 conference at. Northeastern, and at. the e+e- Linear Collider Workshop in Hawaii. In

addition, numerous colloquia and seminars were also presented at the University of Texas, Austin,

the SSC Lab, Fermilab, Michigan St.ate University, UCLA, UC Riverside, DESY, Argonne, UC',

Davis, Vanderbilt, Brookhaven, and the University of Illinois at Urbana.

The CTEQ Collaboration consists of a group of theorists and experimentalists who are partially

supported by the Texas National Laboratory Research C_ommission wi{.h the goal of furthering the

quantitative comparison of theory and data for standard nlodel processes. J. Owens has been

involved with the global fitting subgroup and also in the planning for the 1993 summer school to

be held in Indiana at. the end of July.

The following is a list of journal articles and conference reports which were published, accepted.

or submitted during the past. year. Following each is the abstract or a brief description of the paper.

1. Supercollider Signals from Gluino and Squark Decays to Higgs Bosons, H. Baer, M. Bisset,

X. Tat, a, and J. Woodside, Phys. Rev. D46,303 (1992).

If the mass of the charged Higgs boson of the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM)

is smaller than about, 1.50 GeV, the ])ranching fraction for heavy gluinos and left-handed
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squarks to cascade decay to the heavier Higgs bosons Hb, Hp and H + Of the MSSM may be

as large as .50- 60% for values of SUSY parameters consistent, with experimental data. These

decays, which have been assumed to be kinematically inaccessible in earlier analyses, can

potentially lead to significant modification of the cross section for /_T, same-sign dilepton

_nd multilepton events from squarks and gluinos. We find that the/_T, same-sign dilepton

and trilepton production rates are relatively insensitive to low values of mH+ , so that these

remain viable signals for the identification of gluinos and squarks at. the SSC or the LHC.

Finally, our exploratory study shows that substantial production of H h and Hp (H :k) in

gluino and squark pair events can lead to /_T events with anomalously large numbers of

b-quarks (r-leptons). There also exist, small regions of parameter space where the H l and

H h may be identifiable via the presence of 7"/in/_T events.

2. Observability of 73' Decays of Higgs Bosons from Supersymmetry at. Hadron Supercolliders, H.

Baer, M. Bisset, C. Kao, and X. Tara, Phys. Rev. D46, 1067 (1992).

Motivated by the recent discovery that radiative corrections can cause the mass of the

lightest scalar Higgs boson, Hl, of the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM) to be in the

intermediate mass range, we assess the prospects for discovering the MSSM Higgs bosons

via their 3'3' decay modes at the SSC', and at, the LHC. We find that. if the charged Higgs

boson is not. too light, it is possible to discover at least one of the Higgs bosons via this

mode within a few years of operation of the SSC',, provided the detector has the resolution

to identify a Standard Model Higgs boson in the intermediate mass range via its 3'3' decay.

Similar conclusions hold at the LHC', provided the luminosity is higher by a factor of about.

4. In the case where mtt+, and hence, mnr , is somewhat smaller' than 200 GeV, we find

there are regions of parameter space where all three Higgs bosons are in the intermediate

mass range, and none of them lead to an observable signal. Thus, new strategies may be

needed to identify the Higgs bosons of the MSSM.

3. Electroweak Vector Boson Production in High Energy ep Collisions, U. Baur, J.A.M. Ver-

maseren, and D. Zeppenfeld, Nucl. Phys. B375, 3 (1992).

We present the results of a comprehensive study of ,V and Z production in high energy

ep collisions. The processes ep --. eIV+X, ep ---+ vi, V-X, ep _ eZX and ep --_ uZX

are investigated. The region of small momentum transfer in eW and eZ production, with a

fermion exchanged in the u-channel, is treated using the photon structure function approach,
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and carefully matched to the deep inelastic region. Low room, ..,,,n photon exchange con-

O tributions to vW and eZ production, where the proton either stays intact or is transformed

into a nucleon resonance, are calculated using I'orm factors and structure functions fitted

directly to experimental data. These processes will be the source of rare but spectacular

events. Total cross sections for W and Z production at HERA and at an ep collider in the

LEP tunnel (LEP/LHC), and detailed results for the characteristics of eW, vW, eZ and

vZ events are presented. In ep --+ eI,VX, eZX the uncertainties of the quark densities in

the proton and photon allow the total cross section predictions to vary by 4-40% at HERA

and +15% at. LEP/LHC,.

4. Probing the WW'y Vertex in e+p _ v3'X , U, Baur and M. A. Doncheski, Phys. Rev. D46,

19.59 (1992).

We study the prospects of testing the WW'y vertex iii e-p ---, v_X and e+p _ v_'X at

HERA and LEP/LHC. Destructive interference effects between the Standard Model and the

anomalous contributions to the amplitude severely limit the sensitivity of both processes

to non-standard WW_ couplings. Sensitivity limits for the anomalous WW'y couplings

O and A at. HERA and LEP/LHC are derived, taking into account experimental cuts and
uncertainties, and the form factor behaviour of nonstandard couplings. These limits are

found to be significantly weaker than those which can be expected from other collider

processes within the next few years. At HERA, they are comparable to bounds obtained

from S-matrix unitarity.

5. Parton Distribution Functions of Hadrons, J. F. Owens and Wu-Ki Tung, Ann. Rev. Nucl.

Part. Sci. 42,291 (1992).

The QCD analysis of parton distribution functions in hadrons is reviewed. Elements

of perturbative QCD which form the basis of this analysis and recent developments on the

various physical processes which contribute most significantly to the global analysis are

summarized. The theoretical, experimental, and phenomenological issues and uncertainties

involved in a comprehensive study of parton distributions needed for contemporary precision

QCD applications and high energy predictions are discussed in some detail. The status of

currently available distribution sets and their proper use are examined. Finally, a list. of

yet-to-be finished tasks and critical challenges in this key area of high energy physics is

presented.
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6. An order c_s Monte Carlo calculation of hadronic double photon production, B. Bailey, J. Ohne-

Q mus, Owens, Phys. D46, (1992).and J. F. Rev. 2018

An order as calculation of hadronic double photon production is presented. The results

are compared with data from both colliding beam and fixed target experiments. The calcu-

lation utilizes a combination of analytic and Monte Carlo integration methods which make

it easy to calculate a variety of observables and impose experimental cuts.

7. Searching for the CP-Odd Higgs Boson of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model at Hadron Su-

percoUiders, J. F. Gunion, H. E. Haber, and C. Kao, Phys. Rev. D46, 2907 (1992).

The CP-odd Higgs boson..40, of a non-minimal Higgs model possesses no tree-level

couplings to vector boson pairs. As a result, many of the techniques employed to search

for the Standard Model Higgs boson at the SSC and LHC are not likely to be useful in

searches for the A 0. This paper focuses on the phenomenology of A O production and de-

cay in the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM). We evaluate a comprehensive set of

branching ratios for the A O (which includes all two-body tree-level and one-loop decays into

nonsupersymmetric final states), including the effects of leading log radiative corrections.

The one-loop decay A O -+ ZZ leads to the "gold-plated" signature ZZ ---+l+l-l+l - and

provides an observable signature for .40 production at the SSC and LHC only over a very

narrow region of parameter space. More promising signatures for the A O are discussed.

8. Snagging the Top Quark with a Neural Net, H. Baer, D. Dzialo-Karatas and G. Giudice, Phys.

Rev. D46, 4901 (1992).

The search for the top quark at pi0 colliders in the one-lepton plus jets channel is plagued

by an irremovable background frum W-boson plus multi-jet production. In this letter, we

show how the top quark signal can be distinguished from background in the distribution of

neural network output. By making a cut on the network output, we maxinfize the ratio of

signal to background in a final event sample, and compare our results with those obtained

by making kinematical cuts on the data sample. We also demonstrate the robustness of the

neural network method by training the neural network on signal events of one top mass and

testing upon another.

9. Production of a Pseudoscalar Higgs with a Z Boson front Gluon Fusion, (',hung Kao, Phys.

O R ev. D46, 4907 (1992).
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The nfinimal supersymmetric model is adopted to study the production of a pseudoscalar

0 Higgs boson (A) in association with a Z gauge boson from gluon fllsion (gg _ ZA) at

future hadron supercolliders. Its production rate is determined and compared to that of

the associated production of the Standard Model Higgs boson (HsM) with a Z boson

from quark-antiquark annihilation (qC1 -+ ZHsM ) and gluon fusion (gg --, ZHsM ). Some

promising decay modes are suggested for detection.

10. The Search for Higgs Bosons of Minimal Supersymmetry: Impact of Supersymmetric Decay

Modes, H. Baer, M. Bisset, C. Kao, and X. Tara, Phys. Rev. D47, 1062 (1992).

We explore the consequences of Higgs boson decays to super-particles, and prospects

for detection at hadron colliders.

11. O(as) Monte Carlo Approach to W+Higgs Associated Production at Hadron Supercolliders,

H. Baer, B. Bailey, and J. Owens, Phys. Rev. D47, 2730 (1993).

We calculate the O(as) corrections to the process pp -+. _V±HX --_ lu77X using a

Monte Carlo approach. Complete spin correlations are included. We examine the size of

QCD corrections before and after minimal cuts on the final state, for both the Super Collider

and the CERN Large Hadron Collider. By comparing the WH cross section to the single-

W cross section, some uncertainties due to parton distributions may also be eliminated.

Comparison of the theoretical cross section with an observed event rate may aliow one to

distinguish between the presence of a standard model or minimal supersynlnletric nlodel

intermediate mass Higgs boson.

12. Order-as Two-photon Background Study for the Intermediate Mas_ Higgs Boson, B. Bailey and

J.F. Owens, Phys. Rev. D47,273.5 (1993).

Using an order-as calculation of the two-photon cross section, a background study in

the intermediate mass range of the Higgs boson is done for v_ = 40 TeV. The effects of

realistic cuts, including photon isolation, are examined.

13. Probing Charginos and Neutralinos Beyond the Reach of LEP at the Tevatron Collider, H. Baer

and X. Tara, Phys. Rev. D47, 2739 (1993).

We combine chargino plus neutralino production cross sections with leptonic branching

ratios using supergravity sparticle spect.ra to show that Tevatron experiments can probe a

O large region of SUSY model parameter space by searching for isolated trilepton events.
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14. QCD Corrections to Leptonic and Hadronic Observables from p_ _ W + _ _vrX, H. Baer and

Q M.H. Reno, Phys. Rev. D47, 3906 (1993).

We calculate the QCD corrections for various r-decay exclusive channels from pi0 ---,

W _ rv and plot the spectra resulting from these events.

15. U. Baur and E.L. Berger, Probing the Weak Boson Sector in Z_, Production at Hadron Colliders,

Phys. Rev. D 47, 4889 (1993).

A detailed analysis of Z3' production at hadron colliders is presented for general ZZ'_

and Z3'3' couplings. Deviations from the Standard Model gauge theory structure can be

parametrized in terms of four Z Z')' and four Z'y'_ form factors. The high energy behavior

of these form factors is severely restricted by unitarity. Prospects for testing the self-

interactions of Z bosons and photons at the Tevatron, the LHC',, and the SSC', are explored.

Sensitivity limits for anomalous ZZ-y and Z3"y couplings are derived and compared to

bounds from low energy data and e+e - collider experiments.

16. Charged Higgs Loop Contribution to the Electric Dipole Moment of Electron, C,. Kao and

R. M. Xu, Phys. Lett. B296 (1992) 43.5.

O
We evaluate the charged-Higgs-loop contribution to the electric dipole moment of elec-

tron in a two-Higgs-doublet model with a soft symmetry breaking term.

17. Searching for the Pseudoscalar Higgs Boson of Minimal Supersymmetry via its ZH l Decay Mode

at Hadron Supercolliders, H. Baer, C. Kao and X. Tara, Phys. Lett. B303 (1993) 284.

The pseudoscalar Higgs boson (Hp) in the minimal supersymmetric model decays into

a Z boson and the lightest scalar Higgs boson (Hl) with a large branching ratio when

11IZ +ro.Ht < mHp < 2m. t. The final state where Z --+. l+l - and H l -+ r+r -, with one-

prong hadronic r decays, may provide a promising way to simultaneously detect. H I and Hp

in regions of parameter space where there is no other detectable Hp signal; the two-body

kinematics can allow for an H l and Hp mass reconstruction.

18. CTEQ Parton Distributions and Flavor Dependence of Sea Quarks, J. Botts, J.G. Morfin,

J.F. Owens, J. Qiu, and W.-K. Tung, Phys. Lett. B304, 1.59 (1993).

This paper describes salient features of new sets of parton distributions obtained by the

CTEQ Collaboration based on a comprehensive QCD global analysis of all available data.
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The accuracy of the new data on deep inelastic scattering structure functions obtained by the

very high statistics NMC and CCFFI experiments provides unprecedented sensitivity to the

flavor dependence of the sea-quark distributions. In addition to much better determination

of the small-._ dependence of all parton distributions, we found: (i) the strange quark

distribution is much softer than the non-strange sea quarks and rises above the latter at.

smMl-m; (ii) the difference d- _ changes sign as a function of m. A few alternative sets of

viable distributions with conventional assumptions are also discussed.

19. Ratios of W±7 and Z7 Cross Sections" New Tools in Probing the Weak Boson Sector at the

Tevatron, U. Baur, S. Errede, and J. Ohnemus, FSU-HEP-930322, submitted to Phys. Rev. D.

The ratios 7¢7,e. = B(Z _ C+e-) . cr(ZT)/B(W -- eu) . cr(W±'y), T_,v = B(Z

Pu). cr(Z'y)/B(W --+ eu). ct(W+'7), 7"4.wv = o'(W+v)/o'(I'Vi), and 7_z_. = o'(Zv)/cr(Z)

are studied as tools to probe the electroweak boson self-interactions. As a function of

the minimum photon transverse nlomentum, _,e and 7"¢_,u are found to directly reflect.

the radiation zero present in W+-), production in the Standard Model. All four ratios are

sensitive to anomalous WI'V'y and/or ZZ'7/Z'F7 couplings. The sensitivity of the cross

section ratios to the cuts imposed on the final state particles, as well as the systematic
uncertainties resulting from different parametrizations of parton distribution functions, the

choice of the factorization scale Q2, and from higher order QCD corrections are explored.

Taking into account these uncertainties, sensitivity linfits for anomalous three gauge boson

couplings, based on a measurement of the cross section ratios with an integrated luminosity

of 2.5 pb -1 at the Tevatron, are estimated.

20. QC, D Corrections to Hadronic W7 Production with Non-standard WW7 Couplings, U. Baur,

T. Han and J. Ohnemus, FSU-HEP-930519, submitted to Phys. Rev. D.

(-)
The process pp --+ I'V+7 + X -+ g+u'_ + X is calculated to O(as) for general CP

conserving WrW7 couplings. At. the Tevatron center of mass energy, the QCD corrections

to I'V3' production are nlodest, and the Born and inclusive O(as) cross sections have similar

sensitivities to the effects of anomalous couplings. At supercollider energies, the inclusive

QCD corrections are large at high photon transverse momenta, reducing the sensitivity to

non-standard Tct;I'V7 couplings by up to a factor 2. The size of the QCD corrections can

be reduced significantly, and a large fraction of the sensitivity lost. can be regained, if a jet.

veto is imposed.
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21. Final State Interaction of Longitudinal Gauge Bosons, C. Kao, J-L. Basdevant, E. Berger,

D. Dicus and S. Willenbrock, FERMILAB-PUB-92/27-T, (1992), submittrd to Phys. Let_. B.

In the standard Higgs model of electroweak symmetry breaking, the Higgs boson is

associated with both vector-boson and fermion mass generation. In contrast, we discuss

a two-Higgs-doublet model in which these masses are associated with two different scalar

bosons. We show that the Higgs boson associated with vector-boson mass generation pro-

duces a dip in the cross section for tr--, ZZ via a final-state interaction. Such a dip will be

difficult to observe at the LHC/SSC.

22. Leading Electroweak Corrections to the Production of Heavy Top Quarks at Hadron Colliders,

C. Kao, G. Ladinsky and C. P. khan, FSUHEP-930508, submitted to Phys. Rev. D.

We calculate the electroweak corrections of the order O('2K) to the QCD production'V2

of tr-pairs via q_ _ tr-at hadron colliders and show that these corrections to the total

production rate are small. This correction can be characterized as increasing the cross

section most near the threshold region, where top quark signals are important, while the

corrections become negative at higher tr-energies where the top quark is a background for

O hea,vy Higgs or investigations involving strongly interacting longitudinalboson searches the

W system. The polarization of the _{ pair is also discussed, including the effect that this

has on proposed techniques for measuring the the top quark mass.

23. New Signals For Gluinos and Squarks of Supergravity at the Tevatron Collider, C,. Kao, H. Baer

and X. Tara, FSUHEP-930527, (1993), submitted to Phys. Rev. D.

Within the supergravity framework, sleptons are expected to' be considerably lighter

than squarks if gluinos and squarks are approximately degenerate. This can lead to a

significant enhancement in the branching fraction for the leptonic decays of neutralinos,

and sometimes, charginos. We evaluate the multilepton signals from cascade decays of

gluinos and squarks produced at. the Fermilab Tevatron pp collider assuming squark and

slepton masses are related as in supergravity models. We find observable cross sections for

spectacular event topologies: n.-lepton + m-jet + fi'r events (n _< 4, m >_ 2) and same-sign

dilepton + HT events and show that. the SM backgrounds to the isolated trilepton, the four

lepton and same-sign dilepton signals are very small. These signals can extend the mass

reach of the Tevatron experiments to m._ _ 300 GeV if m._ --- m4 and O(1000) pb -1 of data

O are collected.
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24. Measuring the Longitudinally Polarized Proton Gluon Distribution Using Photoproduction Pro-

Q cesses. S. Keller and J. F. Owens, FSUIIEP-930609, submitted to Phys. Rev. D.

Little information is known about the polarization of gluons inside a longitudinally

polarized proton. We investigate the sen._itivity of photoproduction experiments with both

beam and target longitudinally polarized to the polarization of the gluon distribution in the

proton. We study the photoproduction of jets and heavy quarks and conclude that they are

both sensitive to the gluon polarization.

25. W- and Z-Boson Production at ep Colliders, U. Baur, FSU-HEP-920427, in the Proceedings

of the XXVIIth Rencontres de Moriond "Perturbative QCD and High Energy Hadronic In-

teractions", ed. by J. Tran Thanh Van (Editions Frontieres, Gif-sur-Yvette, France, 1992)p.

91.

We briefly summarize the results of a comprehensive study of W and Z production

in high ene=gy ep collisions. The processes ep u eW+X, ep --" vW-X. ep --, eZX

and ep --, vZX are ir_vest.igated. The region of small nlomentunl transfer in eW and eZ

production, with a fermion exchanged in the u-channel, is treated using the photon structure

fu_':.tion approach, and carefully matched to the deep inelastic region. Low momentum

photon exchange contributions to vl,l" and eZ production, where the proton either stays

intact, or is transformed into a nucleon resonance, are calculated using form factors and

structure functions fitted directly to experimental data.

26. An order as Monte Carlo calculation of hadronic double photon production, J. F. Owens, in

the Proceedings of the XXVIIth Rencontres de Moriond "Perturbative QCD and High Energy

Hadronic Interactiov.s", ed. by J. Tran Thanh Van (Editions Frontieres, Gif-sur-Yvette, France,

1992)p. 103.

An order as calculation of hadronic double photon production is presented. The results

are compared with data from both colliding beam and fixed target experiments. The calcu-

lation utilizes a combination of analyi, ic and Monte Carlo integration methods which make

it easy to calculate a variety of observables and impose experimental cuts.

27. The Search for Supersymmetry at. the SSC and LH(',, H. Baer, proceedings of Beyond the

Standard Model 3 workshop, Ottawa, Canada, .June, 1992.
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A review of how supersymmetric particles would manifest themselves in experiments at

hadron supercolliders.

28. Heavy Flavor Production and Top Quark Search at Hadron Colliders, H. Baer, in the proceed-

ings of WHEPP-II, "Particle Phenomenology in the 90's", ed. by A. Datta, P. Ghose, and A.

Raychaudhuri (World Scientific, Singapore, 1992)p. 54.

This is a written version of a talk given at the Calcutta WHEPP-II workshop in India.

29. New Particle Search and Structure Functions: Group Report, (with R. M. Godbole et. al.)

in the proceedings of WHEPP-II, "Particle Phenomenology in the 90's", ed. by A. Datta,

P. Ghose, and A. Raychaudhuri (World Scientific, Singapore, 1992)p. 328.

This is a review of work accomplished at the Calcutta WHEPP-II workshop in India.

30. Probing the Weak Boson Sector in p/5 _ Z'y, U. Baur, in The Fermilab Meeting- DPF '92, ed.

by C. Albright, P. Kasper, R. Raja, and J. Yoh (world Scientific, Singapore, 1993) p. 362.

Z 7 production at the Tevatron is analysed for general ZZ7 and Z77 couplings. De-

viations from the Standard Model gauge theory structure can be parametrized in terms of

four Z Z7 and four Z77 form factors. The high energy behavior of these form factors is

restricted by unitarity. Prospects for testing the self-interactions of Z bosons and photons

at the Tevatron are explored.

31. Experimental Consequences of Supersymmetry at the Tevatron Collider, H. Baer, in The Fer-

milab Meeting - DPF '92, ed. by C. Albright, P. Kasper, R. Raja, and J. Yoh (world Scientific,

Singapore, 1993) p. 1188.

This short report reviews the status of supersymmetry searches for Tevatron collider

experiments.

32. Experimental Consequences of Supersymmetry, H. Baer and X. Tata, FSUHEP-921222, to be

published in the proceedings of the Erice meeting on Properties of SUSY Particles, Erice, Italy,

September, 1992.

A detailed review of recent results in experimental consequences of supersymmetry.

33. Simulating Supersymmetry with ISAJET 7.0/ISASUSY 1.0, H. Baer, F. Paige, S. Protopopescu

and X. Tata, FSUHEP-930329, to be published in the proceedings of the Workshop on Physics

O at Current Accelerators and the Supercollider, Argonne, IL .June, 1993.
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This report is a user manual for performing detailed simulations of super-particle pro-

O duction at. pp and p/5 colliders, using computer codes ISAJET and ISASUSY.

34. Measurement of the strange quark distribution function with W plus charm events, U. Baur,

ti'. Halzen, S. Keller, M. L. Mangano, K. Riesselmann, FSUHEP-930608, to appear in the

proceedings of the Madison-Argonne workshop.

The strange quark distribution function recently obtained by the CTEQ collaboration

at low Q2 (Q2 ._ 5GeV 2) and low Bjorken-z (x .<_ .1) is about a factor of two bigger

than the result obtained by the CCFR collaboration based on the di-muon analysis. We

investigate the possibility to resolve this disagreement by measuring the strange quark

distribution function with I'V plus charm quark events at the TEVATRON. The W plus

charm quark signal, i.e. W plus charm produced by initial strange quark plus gluon, is

about 5% of the total W plus 1 jet cross section. We study the variation of the signal

with the different strange quark distributions, as well as the size of background processes.

Clearly, the challenge is to tag the charm quark inside of the jet in an efficient way. We

briefly discuss the different prospects of tagging the charm quark with the CDF and DO

O detectors.

35. Experimental Implications of Supersymmetry, H. Baer, FSUHEP-930621.

This is the written version of a talk presented at the SUSY93 meeting at Northeastern

University.

Ongoing and Proposed Projects

1. Continued study of hard scattering processes.

The DO detector at Fermilab has started to take data and members of the FSU group are

interested in studying direct photon production. We are providing programs which are being used

to design triggers for various processes such as the production of photon plus two jet final states.

Later, we will provide programs to generate predictions for these processes, as well.

Last summer a specific trigger(suggested by S.Keller in his thesis) for photoproduction was

installed on the ZEUS detector. It consists of having simultaneously an electron in the luminosity

detector and some PT in the main detector. This trigger has the advantage that it is not sen-

O sitive to the large background coming from beam-gas interactions. As a result, the trigger rate
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has substantially been increased and during the fall run about 40,000 photoproduction events were

accumulated. Preliminary results on two-jet photoproduction are very encouraging. Low experi-

mental uncertainties can now be expected. This calls for a better understanding of the theoretical

uncertainties. S. Keller along with I. Kostas and A. Duff is studying the Weizs£cker-Wilhams ap-

proximation for the case where the outgoing electron goes through the luminosity monitor. This

approximation should be good in this case because the luminosity monitor is at small angle such

that the Q2 of the photon is small (and this is the limit used in the derivation of the Weizs/icker-

Williams approximation ). The question is how good this approximation is compared to the level

of accuracy of the experiment.

Over the last few years, algorithms have been developed to differentiate between quark initiated

and gluon initiated jets. Recently, the CDF collaboration has applied those algorithms to photon

plus jet and 2 jet production. S. Keller and T. Stilzer are studying the possibility of using three jet

events to further test these algorithms, The idea is similar to the one used in the photon plus 2 jets

analysis. Now that we have two objects (quark and gluon) in the final state, the event, sample can

be separated into different, sets that have different shapes for their distributions (e.g., the Dalitz

plots). It. would not, only provide a strong test of the ability to separate quark initiated jets from

gluon initiated jets, but also a more detailed analysis of three jet, events.

The CDF Collaboration has now analysed its photon plus two jets sample, and the results agree

with the calculation provided to them by J. Owens. Their analysis is based on about. ,500 events.

They expect that about 60 times more events will be recorded during the latest run. They should

be able to do the Dalitz plot analysis that J. Owens and S. Keller suggested earlier.

Baer, Chen, and Reno are finishing an investigation of jet activity in tt events. Their calculation

merges matrix element and parton shower techniques.

2. Parton distributions.

As a member of the CTEQ Collaboration, J. Owens is involved with the global fitting subgroup.

A new set of parton distributions was fit. during the past year, making use of new high statistics

deep inelastic scattering data. This has since been updated to include the new results from HERA.

The collaboration has developed a plan to systematically update and distribute new distributions

as warranted by new data.
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3. New Particle Searches.

N=I Supergravity GUT models have emerged over the past two years as leading contenders for

a framework for physics beyond the Standard Model. Many groups have been active in working out

the spectrum of sparticles predicted by such models, invoking constraints of unification at the GUT

scale, electroweak symmetry breaking, proton decay, and contributions to dark matter. Yet how

does one make contact between the theoretical ideas of supergravity, and the observation of particle

states such as pions, kaons and leptons in the enviromnent of a hadron collider detector? Only

recently have the appropriate tools been developed to answer these questions, by incorporating

the 31 new supersymmetry particles, decay modes, and production processes (collectively called

ISASUSY) into the event generator program ISAJET. This work has been performed by Baer, in

collaboration with F. Paige, S. Protopopescu and X. Tara.

Using ISAJET, Baer, Kao and Tara have already re-evaluated supersymmetry signals from

gluinos and squarks for the Tevatron collider, finding large rates for complicated multi-lepton

events which have small backgrounds. Similar work is being undertaken by Baer in collabora-

tion with Paige at SSC lab, along with some experimental collaborators, for supergravity signatures

at the SSC! and LHC!. Plans are underway for exploring a number of other phenomenological as-

O pects of supersymmetry at the Tevatron and SSC',, including detection of signals sleptonsfrom and

charginos/neutralinos, and supersymmetric top quarks. Also, Baer plans on extending ISAJET to

simulate sparticle production and decays at. e+e- colliders. When these various projects have been

completed, Baer and Tata plan to write a review of supergravity phenomenology.

4. Precision tests of the standard model

Presently, Ulrich Baur is working with Alan Stange on the tt7 badkground to W'y at the SSC',.

This background is found to be very large, but fortunately can be suppressed sufficiently by a jet veto

cut. Together with Steve Errede and Greg Landsberg, Baur is investigating rapidity correlations in

W7 and 2 7 production. They are likely to provide an easy access to the radiation zero present in

I,V7 production. In collaboration with Dieter Zeppenfeld Baur is exploring new reactions to probe

anomalous WW 7 and WWZ couplings at the SSC. Preliminary results indicate that Wjj and Zjj

production, with suitable cuts to enhance the electroweak signal, provide opportunities to measure

these couplings with a precision at Ic_st a factor 2 - 3 better than that which can be achieved in

W7 and WZ production. Finally, Baur is involved in a study of W plus charm production at the

Tevatron (with Stephane Keller, Francis Halzen, Kurt Riessehnann and Michelangelo Mangano).

5. Phenomenology of Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
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C. Kao's primary research interest has been the phenomenology of spontaneous symmetry break-

ing in the standard model (SM) and the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM).

If the charginos and neutralinos do exist, they may dominantly decay into leptons and yield

observable signals. H. Baer, C. Kao, and X. Tara are investigating the multilepton signals from

charginos and neutralinos produced at. the Fermilab Tevatron p/5 collider.

It has been found that if the SM Higgs boson can be produced in association with a large

transverse momentum jet, e. g., q7:l-+ gH or g9 _ gH, the Higgs mass might be reconstructed

from its r+r - decay channel. This detection strategy is under study for the Higgs bosons in the

MSSM.

At the SSC and LHC, the gluon fusion contribution to the production of tE will become more

important. Therefore, C. Kao, G. Ladinsky, and C.-P. Yuan intend to calculate the full electroweak

radiative corrections to the process gg -_ t[ in the near future. It may provide a good opportunity

to test, the SM and to discover new physics beyond the SM at the SSC and the LH(!.
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1992 - 1993 Publications

Task A
®

A. Papers Published

1. Parton Distribution Functions of Hadrons, J.F. Owens and W.K. Tung, to be published in
Annual Reviews of Nuclear and Particle Science.

2. Observability of 3'3' Decays of Higgs Bosons from Supersymmetry at Hadron Supercolliders,
H. Baer, C. Kao, M. Bisset, X. Tara, Plt.gs. Ret,. D46_ No. 3, 1067 (1992).

3. Supercollider Signals from Gluino and Squark Decays to Higgs Bosons, H. Baer. M. Bisset,
X. Tara, J. Woodside, Phys. Re t,. D46. No. 1; 303 (1992).

4. Probing the WW7 Vertex in e+p _ _3'X, U. Baur and M.A. Doncheski, Physical Review
D46 No. 5 1959 (1992).

5. Supersymmetry" Current Status and Future Prospects, H. Baer, A. White, N. Amos. R. Bar-
nett, A. Beretvas, G. Bhattacharya, K. De, D. Dzialo-Karatas, L. Roszkowski, M. Takashima,
X. Tara, J. \Voodside, P. Yamin, Research Directions/or the Decade, Snowmass (1990), p.
182 (1992).

6. Event Structure in Photon Plus Two-Jet Final States, S. Keller and J. F. Owens, Research
Directions/or the Decade, Snowmass (1990), p. 164 (1992).

7. Heavy Flavor Production und Top Quark Search at Hadron Colliders, H. Baer. Proceedings
of the Workshop on High Energy Physics Particle Phenomenology in the 9li's, Clacutta,
India, ( 1991 ), 54-64.

8. New Particle Search und Structure Functions: Group Report, H. Baer, et al, Proceedings of
the Workshop on High Energy Physics Phenomenology in the 90's, Clacutta, lndia, (1991),
328-365.

9. W- and Z- Boson Production at ep Colliders, U. Baur, Proceedings of the XXVIIth Recontres
de Moriond "QCD and High Energy Hadronic Interactions", Les Arcs, Savoie, France, March
22-28 1992, 91-94.

10. Direct Photon Production, J.F. Owens and Jianwei Qiu, Research Directions for the Decade,
Snowmass (1990), p. 158 (1992).

11. An Order a, Monte Carlo Calculation of Hadronic Double Photon Production, .1. F. Owens.
Proceedings of the XXVIIth Recontres de Moriond "Perturbative QCD and High Energy
Hadronic Interactions", ed. J. Tran Thanh Van [Editions Frintieres, Gif-sur-Yvette. France,
1992) p. 103.

12. Snagging the Top Quark with a Neural Net, H. Baer, D.D. Karatas. G. Giudice, Phys. Rev.
D46, 4901 (1992).

13. O_ct_) Monte Carlo Approach to W+Higgs-boson Associated Production at Hadron Super-
colli(lers, H. Baer, B. Bailey, anti J.F. Owens, Phys. Rev. D 47, No. 7, 2730 (1993).

14. QCD Corrections to Leptonic and Hadronic Observables from p_ ---- I/V+X ---- ?urX, H.
Baer, M.H. Reno, Phys. Rev. D47, No. 9, 3906 (1993).
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15. Probing Charginos and Neutralinos Beyond the Reach of the CERN e +e- Collider LEP at

O the Fermilab Tevatron C,ollider, H. Baer, X. Tara, D47, No. 7, 2740 (1993).
16. Production of a Pseudoscalar Higgs with a Z Boson from Gluon Fusion, C. Kao, Physical

ReviewD46, No. 11,4908 (1992).

17. The Search for Higgs Bosons of Minimal Supersymmetry: Impact of Supersymmetric Decay
Modes, H. Baer, M. Bisset, C. Kao, and X. Tara, Physical Review D47, 1062 (1993).

18. Experimental Consequences of Supersyxnmetry at the Tevatron Collider, H. Baer, The Fer-
milab Meeting, DPF92 Proceedings, 1188 (1992).

19. Charged Higgs Loop Contribution to the Electric Diople Moment of Electron, C. Kao and
R.M. Xu, Phys. Lett, B296 435 (1992).

20. Electroweak Vector Boson Production in High Energy ep Collisions, U. Baur, J.A.M. Ver-
maseren and D. Zeppenfeld, Nucl. Phys, B375, 3 (1992).

21. Searching for the Pseudoscalar Higgs Boson of Minimal Supersymmetry via. its ZHL Decay
Mode at Hadron Supercolliders, H. Baer, C. Kao, and X. Tat.a, Phys Left, B303 284 (1993).

22. Order-as Two-photon Background Study for the Intermediate Mass Higgs Boson, B. Bailey
and J.F. Owens, Phys. Rev, D47, 2735 (1993).

23. Probing the Vv'eak Boson Sector in Z3 Production at. Hadron Colliders, U. Baur, and E.L.
Berger, Phys. Rev., D47. 4889 (1993).

24. C,TEQ Parton Distributions and Flavor Dependence of Sea Quarks, J. Botts, J.G. Morfin,
J.F. Owens, J. Qiu, and W.K. Tung, Phys Left., B304, 159 (1993).

2.5. The Search for Supersymmetry at the SSC and LH(I, H. Baer, Proceedings of Beyond the
Standard Model 3 Workshop, Ottawa, Canada, June (1992).

26. Probing the _,¥eak Boson Sector in p_ --_ Z_,, U. Baur, in The Fermilab Meeting - DPF 1992,
Ed.; C. Albright, P. Kasper, R. Raja, and J. Yoh , Singapore World Scientific, 362 (1993).

27. Searching for the CP-Odd Higgs Boson of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model at. Hadron
Supercolliders, C. Kao, H. Haber, J. Gunion, Physical Review, D46 2907 (1992)..

28. Single Tile-Fiber Unit of SD(', Calorimeter, V. Hagopian, E. Bartosz, M. Berto[di, E. Her-
nandez, K. Hu, C. hnmer, K.F. Johnson, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker; Radiation Phys.
Chem. 41, No. 1/2,401 (1993).

29. Machining of Scintillator Tiles for the SDC Calorimeter, M. Bertoldi, E. Bartosz, C. Davis,
V. Hagopian, E. tternandez, K. Hu, C. Immer, and J. Thomaston; Radiation Phys. Chem.
41, No. 1/2,413 (1993).

30. Beam Tests of C,omposite C,alorimeter C,onfigurations from Reconfigurable-stack Calorimeter,
E. Bartosz, V. Hagopian, H. Whitaker, et. al. Nuclear Instruments and Methods, A329, 50
(1993)o

31. Fiber Sputtering and Painting, E. Hernandez, E. Bartosz, M. Bertoldi, V. Hagopian, K. Ha.
C. hnmer, A. Kleinhammes, and J. Thomaston; Radiation Phys. Chem. 41, No. 1/2,409
( 199:_ ).

32. Pre-Radiation Environmental Effects on Radia.tion Damage of Polystyrene, H. L. Whitaker
and K.F. Johnson, Radiation Phys. ('hem. 41, No. 1/2, 121 (1993).

33. Recovery of Radiation-Induced Color (',enters in Poly(Vinyltoluene), Timothy E. Herod, K.F.
Johnson, J.B. Schlenoff; Radiation Phys. Chem. 41, No. 1/2, 65 ([993).

34. Comparison of PWA Results of K +K ° sn- Final States Produced in 8 GeV/c K-p, Tr-p
and i_P Interactions, J.H. Goldman, V. Hagopian, P. R ulon 3, A. Boehnlein, D. Boehnlein,
et al, proceedings of 4rh International Conference on Hadron Spectroscopy.
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35. Preliminary Results from a Low-Dose Rate Irradiation of Selected Plastic Scintillating Fibers,
K.F. Johnson, el. al, Radiation Phys. Chem. 41, No. 1/2, 19.5 (1993).

36. Radiation Damage of Tile/Fiber Scintillator Modules for the SDC Calorimeter, K.F. John-
son, et al, Radiation Phys. Chem. 41, No. 1/2,281 (1993).

37. Radiation Damage Tests on a Scintillating Fiber Calorimeter, K. Johnson, D. Hertzog, S.
Hughes, P. Reimer, R. Tayloe, Nuclear Instruments and Methods, A317 506 (1992)

38. Study of Dose-Rate Effects on the Radiation Damage of Polymer-Based SCSN23, SCSN81,
SC,SN81+Y7, SCSN81+Y8 and 3HF Scintillators, K.F. Johnson el al, Radiation Phys.
Chem. 41, No. 1/2, 31.5 (1993).

39. Spatially Resolved UV-VIS Characterization of Radiation-Induced Color Centers in Poly(Styrene)
and Poly(Vinyltoluene), P. Trinnner, J.B. Schlenorr, and K.F. Johnson, Radiation Phys.
Chem. 41, No. 1/2, 57 (1993).

40. Design, Construction, and Performance of the Electrom_tgnetic Module of the DO _nd
Calorimeter, R. Avellaneda, W. Dharnmratna, M. Goforth, R. Madden, H. Piekarz, H.D.
Wahl, J. Womersley, el. al (The DO Collaboration - 217 authors), Nuclear Instruments and
Methods A325, 393 (1993).

41. Beam Tests of the DO Uranium Liquid Argon End Calorimeters, J. Womersley, S. Hagopian,
: H. Wahl, R. Madden, tt. Piekarz, J. Xu, S. Linn, W. Dharmaratna, S. Youssef, R. Avellaneda,

M. Goforth, et al (The DO C.oll_¢boration - 217 Authors), Nuclear Insl.rv.ments and Mel.hods
in Physics Research A324.53 (1993).

42. The DO Monte Carlo, J. Womersley, Proceedings of the XXVI International Conference on

_ High Energy Physics, August. 1992, Dallas, TX; Ed. J. Sanford. AlP Conference Proceedings
272 1800 (1993).

43. Measurement of the Production Rates of 71 and 711in Hadronic Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J.

Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, el. al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics
Letters B292, 210 (1992).

44. Observation of the Semileptonic Decays of Bs and Ab Hadrons at LEP, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et ai (ALEPH Collaboration- 380 authors). Physics Letters B294,
145 (1992).

45. Updated Measurement of the Average B Hadron Lifetime, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal.
L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B295, 174 (1992).

46. Measurements of Mean Lifetime and Branching Fractions of b Hadrons Decaying to J_/, M.

Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, el. al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors).
Physics Letters B295, 396 (1992).

47. A Precise Measurement of the r Lepton Lifetime, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L.

Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letl.ers B297, 432 (1992).

48. A Measurement of the b Baryon Lifetime, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer,
ct al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B297, 449 (1992).

49. Search for CP Violation in Z _ rr M. Ikeda. J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, ¢t al
(ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B297, 459 (1992).

50. Measurement of the b _ Vz/rX Branching Ratio, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L.

Sawyer, et at (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Lel.tcrs B298, 479 (1992).

51. Evidence for the Triple-Gluon Vertex from Measurements of the QCD C,olour Factors in Z
Decay into 4 Jets, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collabora-
tion- 380 authors). Physics Lcl.tcrs , B284, 161 (1992).

52. Measurement of as in Hadronic Z Decays Using All-Orders Resummed Predictions, M. Ikeda,
J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, el. al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics
Leffers , B284, 163 (1992).
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53. Measurement of Tau Branching Ratios, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et

al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters , B54 211 (1992).
54. Searches for New Particles in Z Decays Using the ALEPH Detector, M. Ikeda, J. Laanutti,

D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPtI Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Reports, 216,
5&6 (1992).

55. Measurement of the Tau Lepton Lifetime, M. Corden, (I. Georgiopoulos, M. Ikeda, J. Lan-
nutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors, Physics Letters
B279 411 (1992).

56. Measurement of B - B Mixing at the Z Using a Jet-Charge Method, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et ai (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors, Physics Leffers B284
177 (1992).

57. A Study of Bose-Einstein Correlations in e+e - Annihilation at 91 GeV, M. Ikeda, J. Lan-
nutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, ct al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors, Z. Phys. 54 75
(1992).

58. Search for a Very Light. CP-Odd Neutral Higgs Boson of the MSSM, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al {ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors, Physics Letters B285
309 (1992).

59. An Investigation into Intermittency, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, el. al
(ALEPH Collaboration- 380 authors). Z_:itschrifl ft'tr PhysiC' C53, 21 (1992).

. 60. Evidence for b Baryons in Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, ef al
(ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B278, 209 (1992).

B. Accepted for Publication

1. Simulating Supersymmetry with ISAJET 7.0/ISASUSY 1.0, H. Baer, F.E. Paige, S.D. Pro-
topopescu and X. Tat.a, FSU-HEP-930329, To be published in Proceedings of the Workshop
on Physics at Current Accelerators and the Supercollider, Argonne, IL (1993).

2. Experimental Consequences of Supersymmetry, H. Baer, and X. Tat_t, to appear in Proceed-
ings on Properties of SUSY Particles Workshop, Erice, Sicily, September 1992.

3. Measurement of the Strange Quark Distribution Function with W Plus Charm Events at
the TEVATRON? U. Baur, F. ttalzen, S. Keller, M.L. Mangano, K. Rieseelmann, FSUHEP-
930608, to appear in the Proceedings of the Madison-Argonne Workshop.

4. Final State Interaction of Longitudinal Gauge Boson, C. I(ao, J.L. Basdevant, E. Berger, D.
Dicus and S. WilIenbrock, FERMILAB-PUB-92/27-T (1992). To be published in Phys Lett.
B

5. Fast Sampling Calorimetry with Solid Argon Ionization Chambers, E. Clark, S. Linn, H.
Piekarz, H. Wahl, J. Womersley, et. al. To be published in Proceedings of the III International
C.onference on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics, Corpus Christi, TX (1992).

6. Light Yield and Hadiation Hardness of Scintillator-Fiber System, V. Hagopian, E. Ba.rtosz,
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Whitaker. To be published in Proceedings of the III International Conference on Calorimetry
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2. Leading Electroweak Corrections to the Production of Heavy Top Quarks at Hadron Collider,
C. Kao, G. Ladinsky and C.P. Yuan, FSI. HEP-930508 (1993) submitted to Phys. Re t,. D.

O 3. New Signals for Gluinos and Squarks of Supergravity at. the Tevatron Collider, C. Kao, H.Baer and X. Tat.a, FSUHEP-930527 (1993), submitted to Phys. Rcv. D.
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4. Ratios of W+7 and Z 7 Cross Sections: New Tools in Probing the Weak Boson Sector at the
Tevatron, U. Baur, S. Errede, and J. Ohnemus, FSU-HEP-930322, submitted to Phys. Rev.
D.

5. QCD Corrections to Hadronic W7 Production with Non-standard WI, V7 Couplings, U. Baur,
T. Han and J. Ohnemus, FSU-HEP-930519, submitted to Phys. Rev. D.

6. Measuring the Longitudinally Polarized Proton Gluon Distribution Using Photoproduction
Processes, S. Keller and J.F. Owens, FSUHEP-930609, submitted to Phys. Re v. D..

7. Experimental Implications of Supersymmetry, H. Baer, FSUHEP-930621.

8. Measurement of the b --.. r-PrX Branching Ratio, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L.
Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 attthors). Submitted to Physics Letters B.

9. Search for Particles with Unexpected Mass and Charge in Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Submitted to Physics
Letters B.

10. Measurement of the Absolute Luminosity with the ALEPH Detector, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). CERN-PPE/91-129,
submitted to Zeitschrifl fiir Physik C.

11. Effect of Dead Materials on Calorimeter Response and Monte Carlo Simulation, W.G.D.
Dharmaratna.

D. Internal Reports

1. SDC-92-289 Machining of Scintillator Tiles For the SDC Calorimeter, July 17, 1992, M.
Bertoldi, E. Bartosz_ C. Davis, V. Hagopian, E. tternandez, K. Hu, C. Immer and J. Thomas-
ton.

2. SD(!-92-290 Single Tile-fiber Unit of SDC CALORIMETER, .July 17, 1992 V. Hagopian,
E. Bartosz, m. Bertoldi, E. Hernandez, K. Hu, C. Immer, K. Johnson, J. Thomaston and
II. Whitaker.

3. SDC-92-291 Fiber Sputtering and Painting, July 17, 1992, E. Hernandez, E. Bartosz, M.
Bertoldi, V. Hagopian, K. Hu, (!. hnmer, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker.

4. SDC-93-420 Green Extended Phototubes, December 1, 1992, E. Bartosz, D. Davis, V.
Hagopian, K. Hu, C,. hnmer, K. Johnson, J. Thomaston, H. Whitaker.

5. SDC-93-421 Decay Times of Wavelength Shifting Fibers and Scintillator Plates , November
1, 1992, E. Bartosz, M. Bertoldi, D. Davis, V. Hagopian, K. Hti, C. Immer, K. Johnson, J.
Thomaston and H. Whitaker.

6. SDC-93-422 White Paint For Scintillator Edges, December 1, 1992, E. Bartosz, M. Bertoldi,
D. Davis, V. Hagopian, K. Hu, C. hnmer, K. Johnson, J. Thomaston and H. Whitaker.

7. D_ 1351 DO End Calorimeter Response to Muons and "m" Ration - Test Beam Load 1,
Dharma/Goforth/Madden/Piekarz, 1/5/92.

8. DO 1355 DO Event Display Users Guide, Aver/Bantly/Blessing/ Glicenstein/Grudberg/
Hagopian/Howell/Li-Demarteau/Oshima/ Prosper/Trippe, 2/24/92.

9. DO 1395 Guide to DO Graphics, Hagopian, 3/31/92.

10. DO 1425 Tuning the DO Mixture Monte Carlo for GEANT version 3.14 (Supersedes DO Note
1088), Womersley/Merritt/Peryshkin, 5/22/92.

11. DO 1501 Effect of Dead Materials on Calorimeter Response and Monte Carlo Simulation,
Dharmaratna, 10/1/92.

O 12. DO 1520 The DO Monte Carlo. Submitted t.o Proceedings of XXVI International Conferenceon High Energy Physics, Dallas, TX, Aug. 1992, Womersley, 11/1/92.
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13. DO 1577 CCEM Response vs h- Test Beam Load2, Dharmaratna, 12/1/92.

Q 14. DO 1701 Search for with the DC}Detector, M.A. Goforth, 0,1/1993.Supersymmetry

1.5. DO 1725 On Stability of Response and GAin Corrections in Load 2 Test Beam Data,
Dharmaratna, 05/02/93.

16. 00 1730 The 00 Shower Library- Version 2.0, Dharmaratna/Raja/Stewart, 05/12/93.

17. D0 1731 Reconstruction of the C,alorimeter Response-Test Beam Load 2, Dharmaratna,
0._/10/93.

E. C,onference Proceeding

1. Proceeding of the International Conference on Radiation Tolerant Plastic Scintillators and
Detectors. Ed. Kurtis F. Johnson and Roger L. Clough, April 1992 held at. Florida State
University. Published by Pergamon Press as the January/February 1993 issue of the journal
Radiation Physics and Chemistry (436 pages).

F. Ph.D. Dissertations

1. A Next-To-Leading-Log Monte Carlo Study of Photon Pairs and The Search For The Inter-

mediate Mass Higgs Boson, Bobby R. Bailey (1993). , / ' r/- i _ ._ ,/,_ci_---
.,_4a-_¢_014 _?""f _-'U _ "
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1991 - 1992 Publications

Task A

A. Papers Published

1. An Updated Set of Parton Distribution Parametrizations, J.F. Owens, Physics Letters B266,
126 (1991).

2. Event Structure in Photon Plus Two-Jet Final States, S. Keller and J.F. Owens, Physics
Letters B269, 445 (1991).

3. Latest Soft.wnre, Hardware Serve High-Energy Phenomenology, H. Baer and W.F. Long,
Computers in Physics V6, 24 (1992).

4. W and Z Production at p/5 Colliders: Parton Showers Merged with O(Cts) Monte Carlo
Approach, H. Baer and M.H. Reno, Physical Review D45, 1503 (1992).

5. Multi-lepton Signals from Sttpersymmetry at Hadron Supercolliders, H. Baer, X. Tara, J.
Woodside, Physical Review D45,142 (1992).

6. Update of the Effect Of Cascade Decays on the Fermilab Tevatron Gluino and Squark Mass
Bounds, H. Baer, X. Tara, J. Woodside, Physical Review D44,207 (1991).

7. Phenomenology of Light Top Squarks at the Fermilab Tevatron, H. Baer, M. Dress. R.
Godbole, J. Gunion, X. Tata, Physical Review D44, 725 (1991).

O 8. Complete O(cts) Event Generator for pp -4 I,V+X _ e+uX with Parton Showering, H. Baer,
M. Reno, Physical Review D44, 1:[3375 (1991).

9. Order (as) Calculation of Hadronic W-W + Production, J. Ohnemus, Physical Review D44,
1403 (1991).

10. Comparative Study of the Benefits of Forward Jet Tagging in Heavy-Higgs-Boson Production
at the Superconducting Super Collider, V. Burger, K. Cheung, T. Han, J. Ohnemus, D.
Zeppenfeld, Physical Review D44, 1426 (1991).

11. Order (as) Calculation of Hadronic w=t=z Production, J. Ohnemus, Physical Review D44,
3477 (1991).

12. Neutralino and Chargino Production in Association with Gluinos and Squarks, H. Baer, D.
Dzialo-Karatas, X. Tara, Proceedings of the Large Hadron Collider Workshop, Eds. Jarlskog
and Rein, p. 654, CERN Report 90-10, (1991).

13. Searching for the Higgs in ep Collisions at LEP/LttC, G. Grindhammer, D. Haidt, J. Ohne-
mus, J. Vermaseren, D. Zeppenfeld, Proceedings of the Large Hadron Collider Workshop,
Eds. Jarlskog and Rein, p. 967, CERN Report 90-10, (1991).

14. Electroweak Vector Boson Production in High Energy ep CoUisions, U. Baur, J. Vermaseren,
D. Zeppenfeld, Nuclear Physics B375, 3 (1992).

15. Supersymmetry at Supercolliders, H. Baer, Proceedings of the 1991 DPF Meeting in Van-
couver, Eds. Axen, Bryman and Comyn; p. 472, World Scientific Press (1992).

16. An O(cxs) Monte Carlo for W Production with Parton Showering, H. Baer, Proceedings
of the 1991 DPF Meeting in Vancouver, Eds. Axen, Bryman and Comyn; p. 705, World
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Scientific Press (1992). Also in Proceedings of MC91, Detector and Event Simulation in HEP,

Q Eds. K. Bos ans van Eijk, p. 490, NIKHEF, (1991).
17. Improved Measurements of Electroweak Parameters From Z Decays into Fernlion Pairs, M.

Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et at (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors).
Zeitschrift fiir phgsik C53, 1 (1992).

18. Electroweak Parameters of the Z ° Resonance and the Standard Model, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B276,
247 (1992).

19. Measurement of the Charged Particle Multiplicity Distribution in Hadronic Z Decays, M.
Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors).
Physics Letters B273, 181 (1991).

20. Search for the Neutral Higgs Bosons of the MSSM and Other Two-Doublet models, M. Ikeda,
J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics
Letters B265, 47.5 (1991).

21. Production and Decay of Charmed Mesons at the Z Resonance, M. Ikeda, J. Lannut.ti, D.
Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPtt Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B266.
218 (1991).

22. Measurement of the Polarization of r Leptons Produced in Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti.
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration- 380 authors). Physics Letters B265,
430 (1991).

23. Search for a New Weakly Interacting Particle, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer,
et. al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B262, 139 (1991).

24. Charged Particle Pair Production Associated with a Lepton Pair in Z Decays. Indication of
an Excess in the Tau Channel, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al(ALEPH

O Collaboration- 380 authors). Physics LettersB263, 112 (1991).
25. Measurement of the Forward-Backward Asymmetry in Z -- bb and Z _ c_, M. Ikeda,

J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, e_ al(ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics
Letters B263, 325 (1991).

26. Measurement of Isolated Photon Production in Hadronic Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti.
D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, el. al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Physics Letters B264,
476 (1991).

27. Measurement of tile Tau Lepton Lifetime, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer.
et al (ALEPH Collaboration- 380 authors). Physics Letters B279, 411 (1992).

28. A Study of Bose-Einstein Correlations in e+e - Annihilation at 91 GeV, M. Ikeda, J. Lan-
nutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et at (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Zei_schrift fiir
Physik C. 54, 75 (1992).

29. Search for the U(3.1) -_ [_.pTr's From i6p Interactions at. 8 GeV/c, A Boehnlein, D. Boehnlein.
J.H. Goldman, V. Hagopian and P. Rulon 3, Nuclear Physics B21, 174 (1991).

30. Partial Wave Analysis of K/t'rr from/3p -_ _ft'+/t'°Tr-X at. 8 GeV/c, A Boehnlein, D. Boehn-
lein, J.H. Goldman, V. Hagopian and P. Rulon 3, Nuclear Physics B21, 142 (1991).

31. Preliminary Partial-Wave Analysis of the K +K ° str- Systenl Produced in 8 GeV/c K-p
Interactions, A. Boehnlein, D. Boehnlein, J. Goldman, V. Hagopian, P. Rulon 3, Nuclear
Physics B21, 11 (1991).

32. EMPACT: A Detector for High-pT Physics at. the SSC, J. Womersley, Nuclear Physics A23,
24 (1991).
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33. Radiation Damage Tests of New Scintillating Fibers and Plates, M. Bertoldi, M. Goforth, V.
Hagopian, K. Hu, K.F. Johnson, P. Rulon 3, 3. Thomaston, H. Wahl, H. Whitaker, .J. Xu,
C.A. Young, Proceedings of I990 Symposium on Detector Research and Development for the
SSC', Fort Worth, Eds. Dombeck, Kelly and Yost, p.674, World Scientific Press (1991).

34. Effect of Radiation-Induced Discoloration of the Cladding on Liquid Scintillating Fibers,
V. Hagopian, K. Hu, K.F. Johnson, .J. Thomaston, H. Whitaker, et al, Proceedings of i990
Sqmposium on Detector Research and Development for the SSC,', Fort Worth, Eds. Dombeck,
Kelly and Yost, p.677, World Scientific Press (1991).

35. Design of Readout Electromcs for a Scintillating Plate Calorimeter, V. Hagopian, K.F..John-
son, et al, Proceedings of 1990 Symposium on Detector Resear_.h and Development for the
SSC, Fort Worth, Eds. Dombeck, Kelly and Yost, p.438, World. Scientific Press (1991).

36. Radiation .r,amage Tests af a Scintillating Fiber Calorimeter, K.]_ Johnson, et al, Proceedings
of 1990 Symposium on Detector Research and Development for ihe SSC', Fort Worth, Eds.
Dombeck, Kelly and Yost, p.672, World Scientific Press (1991).

37. A Measurement of e/Tr For a Fast Liquid Argon C,alorimeter, V. Hagopian, J. Womersley,
et al, Proceedings of 1990 Symposium on Dctector Research and Development for the SSC.',
Fort Worth, Eds. Dumbeck, Kelly and Yost, p.354, World Scientific Press (1991).

38. Using Octrees to hnplement CAD System Objects into GEANT, P. Dragovitsch, S. Youssef,
J. Womersley, Proceedings of MC91, Detector and Event Simulation in HEP, Eds. K. Bos
ans van Eijk, p. 423, NIKHEF, (1991).

39. Graphics and Interactive Data Handling in DO, S. Hagopi_n, Proceedings of the 14th IVort:-
: shop of the INFN Eloisatron Project, Data Structures for Particle Physics Experiments, Eds.

Brun, I(unz and Pa[azzi, p. 194, World Scientific Press (1991).

40. Scintillators for Calorimetry, M. Bertoldi, V. Hagopian, E. Hernandez, K. Hu, C',. hnmer,
K.F. Johnson and J. Thomaston; Proceedings of the 1991 DPF Meeting in Vancouver, Eds.

O Axen, Bryman _nd World Scientific PressConlyn; p. 1164, (1992).

B. Ph.D, _')issertatio_s

1 A Study of Angular Dependence in Parton-Parton Scat;ering from Massive Hadron Pair
Production Herman B. White (1991).

2 A Study of the Charge Assymetry in Hadronic Events Produced in Electron-Positron Colli-
sions at Z Resonance. H. Lee Sawyer, Jr. (1991).
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1990- 1991 Publications

(Task A)

A. Papers Published

1. Can a Pb/SCIFI Calorimeter Survive the SSC?, K.F. Johnson, et al., Proceedings of the
Workshop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators, FSU, 1990, Ed. K. Johnson, 93-
103, Florida State University (1991).

2. Summary of Workshop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators, K. Johnson, Proceed-
ings of the Workshop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators, FSU 1990, Ed. K.
Johnson, 127-130, Florida State University (1991).

3. Average Fraction of Jet Momentum Carried by High P(T) Hadrons. With G. Boca, D.
Levinthal, F. Lopez, C. Georgiopoulos, H. Goldman, S. Hagopian, V. Hagopian, K.F. John-
son, J. Streets, K. Streets, H.B. White (Florida State Univ.), M. Crisler, A. Lathrop, S.
Pordes (Fermilab), M. Cutnmings, H.R. Gustafson (Michigan Univ.), Z. Phys. C49, 543
(1991).

4. CAD Tools for Detector Design, J. Womersley, proceedings of the International Industrial
Symposium on the Supercollider, Miami Beach, Florida (1990).

5. Atomic-Weight Dependence of the Production of Hadron Pairs by 800-GeV/c Protons on
Nuclear Targets, K. Streets, G. Boca, (!. Georgiopoulos, J.H. Goldman, S. Hagopian, V.
Hagopian, K.F. Johnson, D.M. Kaplan, D. Levinthal, F. Lopez, H.L. Sawyer, J. Streets,
H.B. White, C. Young, et al, Phys. Rev. Left. 66, (7), 864 (1991).

6. Production of High Pt Jets in Hadron-Nucleus Collisions, S. Hagopian, et al, Phys. Ret,.
D42, 1385 (1990).

7. Photoproduction of an Isovector pr State at 1775 MeV, Phys. Rev., D43, 2787 (1991).

8. New Tools for the Simulation and Design of Calorimeters, W.J. Womersley Nuc. Instr. and
Methods A289, 475 (1990).

9. Absorbing CAD System Geometries into GEANT, J. Womersley, et al, Nucl Instr and Moth
A289, 475 (1990).

10. Heavy Flavour Production in Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,: D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et
al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Phys. Left. B244, 551 (1990).

11. Search for Neutralino Production in Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer,
et al (ALEPH Collaboration- 380 authors). Phys. Left. B244, 541 (1990).

12. Search for a Very Light Higgs Boson in Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal.
L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Phys. Left. B245, 289 (1990).

13. Searches for the Standard Higgs Boson, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et
al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Phys. Left. B246, 306 (1990).

14. Measurenlent of the Electroweak Parameters From Z Decays Into Fermion Pairs, NI. Ikeda,
J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH C.ollaboration - 380 authors). Zeitschrifl
fiir Physik (348,365 (1990).

15. Search for Excited Neutrinos in Z Decay, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer. et
al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Phys. Left., B250, 172 (1990).

16. Measurement of the Strong Coupling Constant ALPHA-S from Global Event Shape Vari-

O abies of Hadronic Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPHCollaboration - 380 authors) Phys. Left. B255, 623 (1991).
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17. Measurement of ALPHA-S from the Structure of Particle Clusters Produced in Hadronic Z
Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380
authors). Phys. Lett. B257, 479 (1991).

18. Measurement of the B Hadron Lifetime, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer, et
al (ALEPH Collaboration- 380 authors). Phys. Left. B257, 492 (1991).

19. Measurement of B-Anti-B Mixing at the Z, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, L. Sawyer,
et al (ALEPH C,ollaboration - 380 authors). Phys. Left. B258, 236 (1991).

20. Measurement of Charge Asymmetry in Hadronic Z Decays, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal,
L. Sawyer, et al (ALEPH Collaboration - 380 authors). Phys. Left. B259, 377 (1991).

21. Studying the Standard Model Through Leptonic Decay of the Z °, D. Levinthal, Proceed-
ings of the XXInternational Symposium on Multiparticle Dynamics, Gut Holmecke near
Dortmund, Germany, (1990) p. 3.5.

22. Charge Asymmetry in Z _ q_, Proceedings of the XXInternational Symposium on Multi-
particle Dynamics, Gut Holmecke near Dortmund, Germany, (1990) p. 92.

23. Constraints on Supersymmetric Particles from the LEP data on Z ° Decay Properties, H. Baer.
M. Drees and X. Tara, Phys. Rev. D41, 3414 (1990).

24. Detecting very massive top quarks at the Tevatron, H. Baer, V. Barger, J. Ohnemus, and
R. J. N. Phillips, Phys. Rev. D42, .54 (1990).

2.5. Z°+jets+Missing Transverse Momentum Events as a Signal for Supersymmetry at the Teva-
tron Collider, H. Baer, X. Tata and .J. Woodside, Physical Rev. D42, 1450 (1990).

26. Phenomenology of Gluino Decays via Loops and Top-Quark Yukawa Coupling, H. Baer,
X. Tata and J. Woodside, Physical Rev. D42, 1568 (1990).

27. Gluino and Squark Production in Association with Gauginos at. Hadron Supercolliders.
H. Baer, D. Dzialo-Karatas and X. Tata Physical Rev. D42, 2259 (1990).

28. O(cts) Corrections to Observables from pp --+1,1,"-- euX, H. Baer and M. H. Reno, Physical
Rev. D43, 2892 (1991).

29. An order as calculation of hadronic Z Z production, J. Ohnemus and J. F. Owens, Phys.
Rev. D43, 3626 (1991).

30. Report of the Collider Physics (New Particles) working Group, H. Baer with .l. Freeman , in
the proceedings of Physics at Fermilab in the 1990's Breckenridge, Colorado (1989) p. 224.

31. Fixed Target Electroweak and Hard Scattering Physics, J. F. O_vens (with the Fixed Target
Electroweak and Hard Scattering Group), in the proceedings of Physics at Fermilab in the
1990's, Breckenridge, Colorado (1989) p. 3.58.

32. A Next-to-Leading-Logarithm Monte Carlo Calculation for Direct Photon Production, J. F. Owens,
in the proceedings of the DPF90 Conference, Houston, Texas (1990) p..5.59.

33. Supersymmetry at e+e - and pp Colliders, H. Baer, in the proceedings of the DPF90 Con-
ference, Houston, Texas (1990) p. 919; also in the proceedings of the Lake Louise Winter
Institute, (1990) p. 323.

34. Next-to-Leading-Logarithm Calculations of Direct Photon Production, J. F. Owens, in the
proceedings of the Workshop on Hadron Structure Functions and Parton Distributions, Fer-
milab (1990) p. 264.

B. Workshop Proceedings

1. Workshop on Radiation Hardness of Plastic Scintillators, March 1990 held at FSU. Ed. K.
O Johnson 131. Published by Florida State University (1991).
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1989- 1990 Publications

(Task A)

A. Papers Published.

1. Hadron and Electron Response of Uranium/Liquid Argon Calorimeter Modules for the DO
Detector, S. Hagopian, S. Linn, H. Piekarz, H. Wahl, W. Womersley, S. Youssef, et at.,
Nuclear Instruments and Methods A280, 36 (1989).

2. A Dependence of Highly Inelastic p-nucleus Collisions, S. Hagopian, et al., Phys. Rev. D41,
1371 (1990).

3. Radiation Damage Studies in Plastic Scintillators with a 2.5 MeV Electron Beam, K. John-
son, V. Hagopian, J. Thomaston, H. Wahl, et at., Nuclear Instruments and Methods, A281,
500 (1989).

4. New Tools for tile Simulation and Design of C',alorimeters, W. J. Womersley, Nuclear Instru-
ments and Methods, A289, 475 (1990).

5. High Dose Calorimetry with Scintillating Fibers, K.F. Johnson et al., IEEE Transactions on
Nuclear Science, 37,500 (1990).

6. Determination of the Number of Light Neutrino Species, M. Corden, C. Georgiopoulos, H.
Goldman, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, M. Mermikides, L. Sawyer, et al., Phys. Lett.
B231, 519 (1989)..

7. Search for Excited Leptons in Z 0 Decays, M. Corden, C,. Georgiopoulos, J.H. Goldman, M.
Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, M. /VIermikides, L. Sawyer, G. Stimpfl, et ai., Phys. Left.
B236, 501 (1990).

8. A Precise Determination of the Number of Families with Light Neutrinos and of the Z
Boson Partial Widths, M. ('orden, C. Georgiopoulos, H. Goldman, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti,
D. Levinthal, M. Mermikides, L. Sawyer, G. Stimpfl, et al., Phys. Lett. B235, 399 (1990).

9. A Search for New Quarks and Leptons from Z ° Decay, M. Corden, C. Georgiopoulos, H.
Goldman, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, M. Mermikides, L. Sawyer, G. Stimpfl, et al.,
Phys. Lett. B236, 511 (1990).

10. Properties of Hadronic Events in e+e- Annihilation at v/s = 91 GeV, M. Corden, C,. Geor-
giopoulos, H. Goldman, M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, M. Mernfikides, L. Sawyer, et
al., Phys. Left. B234, 204 (1990).

11. Determination of the Leptonic Branching Ratios of the Z, M. Corden, C. Georgiopoulos, H.
Goldman, M. [keda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, M. Mermikides, L. Sawyer, et al., Phys. Left.
B234, 399 (1990).

12. Search for the Neutral Higgs Boson for Z ° Decay, Irl. Corden, C.. Georgiopoulos, H. Goldman,
M. Ikeda, J. Lannutti, D. Levinthal, M. Mermikides, L. Sawyer, et al., Phys. Lett. 236,233
(1990).

13. The Gluon Content of the Nucleon Probed with Real and Virtual Photons, P. Aurenche, R.
Baler, Irl. Fontannaz, J. F. Owens, and M. Werlen, Phys. Rev. D38, 3275 (1989).

14. WW Signatures From Top Quarks at the Tevatron, H. Baer, V. Barger, and R.J.N. Phillips,
Phys. Rev. D39, 2809 (1989).

15. Search for Top Quark Decays to Real W Bosons at the Tevatron C,ollider, H. Baer, V. Barger,
and R.J.N. Phillips, Phys. Rev. D39, 3310 (1989).
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16. A Next-to-Leading-Logarithm Calculation of Jet Photoproduction, H. Baer, J. Ohnemus,
and J.F. Owens, Phys. Rev. D40, 2844 (1989).

17. Perturbative QCD Calculations of Weak Boson Production in Association wit.h Jets at
Hadron Colliders, V. Barger, T. Han, J. Ohnemus, and D. Zeppenfeld, Phys. Rev. D40,
2888 (1989).

18. Expectations for Two- and Three-jet Events at HERA, H. Baer, J. Ohnemus, and J.F. Owens,
Z. Phys. C42,657 (1989).

19. Dileptons from Chargino and Stop Production at the Tevatron, H. Baer, V. Barger, R.J.N.
Phillips, and X. Tata, Phys. Left. B220, 303 (1989).

20. Top Quark Detection via W+n Jet Measurements, H. Baer, V. Barger, R. J.N. Phillips,
Phys. Left. B221, 398 (1989).

21. QCD Predictions for the Jet Activity in Direct Photon Events at the Tevatron, V. Barger,
T. Itan, .J. Ohnemus, and D. Zeppenfeld, Phys. Left. B232, 371 (1989).

22. Hadronic W-decays at HERA, H. Baer, J. Ohnemus, and D. Zeppenfeld, Z. Phys. C43,675
(1989).

23. Searching for Supersymmetry at e+e - Supercolliders, A. Bartl, II. Baer, D. Karatas, W.
Majerotto, and X. Tata, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A4, 4111 (1989).

24. Effect of Cascade Decays oil the Tevatron Gluino and Squark Mass Bounds, H. Baer. X.
Tat a, and J. Woodside, Phys. Rev. Lett. 63,352 (1989).

25. Some Recent Developments in the Determination of Parton Distributions, J. F. Owens, Pro-
ceedings of the St. Croix Advanced Hesearch Workshop on QCD ttard Hadronic Processes.
ed. by B. Cox, (Plenum, New York) 279 (1989).

26. Higher Order Calculations for Ilard Scattering Processes, J.F. Owens, Proceedings of the

O 1988 DPF Conference, U. Conn., Storrs, Connecticut, 570 (1989).
27. Gluino Cascade Decay Signature at the Tevatron Collider, H. Baer, X. Tara, and J. _Voodside,

Phys. Rev. D41,906 (1990).

28. A Calculation of the Direct Photon Plus Jet Cross Section the Next-to Leading-Logarithm
Approximation, H. Baer, J. Ohnemus, and J.F. Owens, Phys. Left. B234, 127 (1990).

29. Pair Production of W+,')' and Z in Association with Jets, V. Barger, T. Han, J. Ohnemus,
and D. Zeppenfeld, Phys. Rev. D41, 2782 (1990).

30. Next-to-Leading-Logarithm Calculation of Direct Photon Production, H. Baer, J. Ohnemus,
and J.F. Owens, Phys. Rev. D42, 61 (1990).

31. Searching for 100-300 GeV Gluinos at the Tevatron and SSC, H. Baer, X. Tata, and J.
Woodside, High Energy Physics in the 1990's, Snowmass, (1988).

32. New Particle Signals at the SSC and at an Upgraded Tevatron Collider, H. Baer, et al., High
Energy Physics in the 1990's, Snowmass, (1988).

33. The Search for Very Heavy Top and the Fourth Generation, H. Baer, Proceedings of the
Beyond the Standard Model Conference. Ames, Iowa, (1988).

34. Signals for Supersymmetry at Current _p Colliders, H. Baer, Proceedings of the Moriond
Meeting on Hadronic Interactions, (1989).

35. Effect of Cascade Decays on Gluino and Squark Signals from the Tevatron, H. Baer, et al.,
Proceedings of the International Europhysics Conference, Madrid, Spain (1989).
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B. Ph.D. Dissertations

1. Experimental Determination of the Average Fraction of Jet Momentum Carried by the Lead-
ing Hadrons Produced at Large Transverse Momenta, Gianluigi Boca.

2. Study of the K+-K°w - System Produced in the Reaction _p _ K+-K°Ir - + X at 8 GeV/c,
Amber S. Boehnlein.

3. K+K°Tr - Production in K-p Interactions at 8 GeV/c, David J. Boehnlein.
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1988 - 1989 Publications

O (Task A)

A. Papers Published.

1. Light Meson Spectroscopy, The D (128.5) [f1(1285)] and E/iota (1420) [f1(1420), 71(1440)],
A. Boehnlein, D. Boehnlein, J.H. Goldman, V. Hagopian, D. Reeves, et al., Proceedings of
the Conference- Production and Decay of Light Mesons, Paris (1988), Ed P. Fleury, p. 74,
World Scientific Press, Singapore (1989).

2. Partial Wave Analysis of the K+_=°lr - System, A. Boehnlein. D. Boehnlein, J.H. Goldman,
V. Hagopian, D. Reeves, et al., Phys. Rev. Left. 61, 15.57 (1988).

3. Partial Wave Analysis of the K+_-_°Tr - System Produced in the Reaction 7r-p _ K+K°Tr-n
AT 8 (eV/c, A . Boehnlein, D. Boehnlein, J.H. Goldman, V. Hagopian, D. Reeves, el _l.,
Proceedings of the Third Conference on the Intersections Between Particle and Nuclear
Physics, Maine 1988. Ed. G. Bunce, AlP Conference Proceedings 176, p. 7.59 (1989).

4. Preliminary Results of _p at 8 GeV/c. Proceedings of the BNL Workshop on Glueballs,
Hybrids and Exotic Hadrons, Aug. 1988. Ed. S. (hung, AIP Conference Proceeding No.
185, p. 446 (1989).

.5. Mass Dependent Fits of the Partial Wave Analysis of the/(+K°Tr - System. Proceedings of
the BNL Workshop on Glueballs, Hybrids and Exotic Hadrons, Aug. 1988. Ed. S. (',hung,
AIP Conference Proceeding No. 18.5, p. 363 (1989).

6. Diffractive Productions of 7r _" ,-r+ by 200 GeV/c Tr- N Interactions, J.R. Albright, J.H.
Goldman, S.L. Hagopian, J.E. Lannutti, et al., Phys. Rev. D 39, 186.5 (1989).

7. Signatures for Fourth Generation Quarks and a Heavy Top-Quark at the SSC, H. Baer, J.
Ohnemus, el, al., Phys. Rev. D. 38, 3467 (1988).

8. Spin correlation effects in the hadroproduction and decay of very heavy top quark pairs, by
J. Ohnemus, el, al, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A4, 617 (1989).

9. Large PT Weak Boson Production at the Fermilab Tevatron, J. Ohnemus el, al, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 62, 1971 (1989).

10. Applications of QCD to Hard Hadronic Processes, J. F. Owens, Proceedings of the Third
Lake Louise Institute, (1988) ed. by B. A. Campbell, A. N. _Kamal, F. C. Khanna, and
M. K. Sundaresan World Scientific, Singapore, p. 1. (1989).

11. On the Model Dependence of the Chargino Mass Bound from the CERN Collider Data,
H. Baer et al, Phys. Rev. D38, 148.5 (1989).

12. Dileptons From Chargino and Stop Production at. the Tevatron, H. Baer, V. Barger, R. J.
N. Phillips, and X. Tat.a, Phys. Left. B220, 303, (1989).

13. Higgs Boson Production via Z, W Bosons and Toponium in the E6 Superstring Model,
K. Whisnant el, al, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A3, 1907 (1988).
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B Task B - Extended Progress Report (1988-1993)

Task B of the HEP grant focuses on Lattice Gauge Theory, other High Energy related simula-

tions,and connected analytical work. During the last five years central points of interest were:

1. The spectrum of pure gauge theories [3,7,8,11,12;33,35]

2. Finite size scaling and (deconfining) phase transitions

[2,4,9,10,11,12,14,15,16,21,22,23,24,25,28,31; 37,38,39,41,43,45,46,52]

3. Computational methods [17,18,19,21,22,25,26,28,30;40,41,43,44,47,53]

4. Frustrated systems [26,27,29;49,50,54]

5. Random surfaces, quantum gravity [6,32;34,42,51]

During the first years of the funding period, work on the volume dependence of the spectrum

on non-Abelian gauge theories has still been in the center of interest. Seminal numerical results

are published in [7,8], and a detailed analytical SU(2)investigation in [12], see Vohwinkel [11]

for analytical SU(3) results. From small to medium-sized volumes the spectrum is now very well

understood. The problem of infinite volume extrapolations is in a reasonable shape, in particular

also due to work by Michaels, Tepper, Kronfeld and others• Still some interest remains in future

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations on larger lattices. Concise reviews have been given by Kronfeld and

van Baal at the 1989 Fermilab and 1991 Tallahassee lattice gauge theory conferences (Nucl. Phys.

B, Proc. Suppl. 9 and 20). During the above time period some support was also given to lattice

Higgs mass studies [1,13].

In ref.[2] we introduced finite size scaling (FSS) in connection with the MC transfer matrix

techniques to studies of the deconfining transition• In this way, our work on the spectum led

naturally over to studies of phase transitions. FSS of the mass gap allows to determine the transition

point very precisely. However, when one likes to distinguish a weak first order from a second order

transition, this approach encounters problems [9,16,37]. To study conventional quantities, like the

FSS behaviour of the specific heat, is more suitable. In this connection it was important that in

1988 re-weighting techniques were rediscovered and improved by and number of authors. Most

O notable was the paper by Ferrenberg and Swendsen, but. work by our graduate student Villanova,

1
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as quoted in [10], was truly independent. Ultimately these techniques contributed relevantly to

0 classifying the SU(3) deconfining phase transition as weakly first order [15,22].

On the subject of FSS and re-weighting techniques ref.[22] may be considered as our seminal

paper. In a next step our interest in first order phase transitions and improved computational

methods led to the multicanonical method [19,21]. This new approach immediately promised to be

a major breakthrough for the numeri#al study of a number of topics. Besides algorithms, modern

statistical methods were investigated [17,18] and applied when analyzing data from our simulations.

The multicanonicM method has stood up to its promises as numerous third party work illustrates

by now. A concise review is given in [40]. The suggestion is t.o simulate a new statistical ensemble,

the "multicanonical'. Once the ensemble is defined, one may invent, algorithms to simulate it. Up to

now fairly straightforward Metropolis type algorithms were mainly used to simulate approximations

of the str;ct multicanonical ensemble defined in [40]. Considerable practical experience has been

gained in rnulticanonical simulations of first, order phase transitions [21,24,25,28,31] and for spin

glass systems [26,27,29]. At the Jfilich workshop "Dyna.mics of First Order Phase Transitions"

six talks reported results relying on multicanonical simulations (see the proceedings by Herrmann,

O .lanke and Krasch (editors), World Scientific, 1992). Besides our group two more collaboration

reported multicanonical simulations. Groflman, Trappenberg and Wiese from the HLRZ J/ilich

did an exploratory study of the L_ = 2 SU(3) deconfining phase transition. Borgs and Kappler

(FU-Berlin) used the method to perform an investigation of the "Equal weight versus equal height"

problem, which plays some role in the finite size scaling (FSS) theory of first order transitions.

All collaborations agreed that. the multicanonical method works and enables hitherto impossible

calculations.

The use of multicanonical methods is best established for first order phase transitions

[19,21,24,28], because for these applications a powerful FSS theory is available which greatly sim-

plifies to calculate the notorious multicanonical parameters. In case of the q=7 2d Pot.ts model [24],

estimates of the interfacial tension in the previous literature, were found wrong by about, one order

of magnitude. Meanwhile, it happened that exact, results could be derived, which definitely decided

the issue in favor of the multicanonical result.. Details can be found in a talk by Janke, published

in the proceedings of the Prague P('93 conference [44,45]. Most impressive is the multicanonical

O improvement for strong first, order phase transitions. For instance, the Ising model for temperatures
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(far) below the Curie temperature has a strong, magnetic field driven first order transition. In this

situation the multicanonical approach is called "multinlagnetical"[25] and improvements up to sixty

orders of magnitude (1060!) were achieved [28]. Most. recently our attention shifted to the strong

order-disorder transition of the q=20 2d Ports model. In this situation the Borgs--Koteck_ FSS

behaviour could, for the first time, indeed be observed [31]. Lately improved FSS estimates for the

interfacial tension were developed [.52].

Along another line we explored applications of the multicanonical method to systems with

conflicting constraint., a topic which has also been pursued by Marinari and Parisi. The difficulty is

that a suitable FSS theory, as for first order phase transitions, does no longer exist.. Nevertheless,

recursive determinations of the multicanonical parameters can be carried out., as we demonstrated

in our study of the 2d Edwards-Anderson Ising spin glass [26,27]. As compared with canonical

simulations, greatly improved ergodicity times were found. Similarly, remarkable improvements are

reported in the Marinari-Parisi paper. Recently we obtained exploratory results for the physically

more interesting 3d Edwards-Anderson Ising spin glass [29]. The accuracy of previous groundstate

entropy estimates was improved by about one order of magnitude. Future simulations [54] with

more realizations should give the shape of the spin glass order parameter distributions for medium

sized systems up to volume 83 .

Quite generally, the multicanonical ensemble opens new horizons for simulation and optimization

of large classes of systems which have to cope with conflicting constraints. These systems include

neural networks, protein folding [50], and many other issues. The recently introduced random-cost
6

method [30] was inspired by the multicanonical energy-random-walk picture, and provides us with

a novel general purpose approach to optimization problems. For many applications, this techniques

is likely to replace simulated annealing. For typical applications the random-cost method seems

to be at. least as efficient as simulated annealing, but features a greatly reduced number of free

parameters, and is consequently easier to handle. An application to the traveling salesman problem

will be given in [53].

This final paragraph is devoted to our work on random surfaces and quantum gravity. Ref.[6]

is a seminal paper, completing our older work on hypercubic random surfaces. Non-trivial critical

exponents are found when spikes are supressed, a constraint implying extrinsic curvature. Recently

we made substantial progress in our work on quantum gravity. The research program [32,35] is to
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address the question of consistency between asymptotically free theories of hadronic and other in-

! teractions with euclidean entropy-dominated Regge-Einstein quantum gravity. Numerical evidence

for an entropy-dominated phase in pure Regge-Einstein quantum gravity was first provided 1986

by the PI and recently confirmed plus substantiated by the Vienna group (Beirl, Gerstenmeyer and

Markum). As 4d pure SU(2) lattice gauge theory is the simplest asymptotically free field theory in

four dimensions, we were led to simulate this theory coupled to quantum gravity on a Regge skele-

ton. The SU(2) gauge system is coupled with gravity through geometry dependent weight factors

of the plaquette action. General conditions on these weight factors were formulated in work by

, Christ and Lee, and are supplemented by a positivity condition in our simulations. So far, we have

provided support for the continued existence of an entropy dominated phase [32], and subsequently

the phase diagram was sketched [51]. A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for consistency with

asymptotic freedom and experimental hadronic mass scales is that a well-defined scaling behaviour

will be observed in the limit of large lattices.

" Funding

The PI performed most of the work in collaborations with colleages, Post Docs and graduate

students. Table 1 lists the on campus collaborators and their contributions, table 2 give the same

information for off campus collaborators. Table 3 collects the conferences at which invited talks

were presented, and gives the corresponding entries in the reference list. At its present level the

HEP-B funding is able to support a graduate student, a two-months summer salary for the PI,

some travel and a very limited amount of equipment. By not continuously supporting a graduate

or the PI during the summer, it could nevertheless be managed to purchase substantial equipment,

like a DE(', workstation and later an IBM RISK workstation. Further, the support for travel, to

enable essential collaborations, could be raised this way. It should be noted that this and the en-

tire research _t its presented scale was only possible due to significant additional funding. Most

notable is the SCRI support, but remarkable contributions came also from the DFG (Germany),

the CNPq (Brazil), NATO and the FHTC (Florida). If DOE support for the SCRI umbrella grant

is decreasing, our research would get into serious troubles. DOE should then add a fair increase to

the HEP-B grant funding and/or allow for funding of the PI through an additional computational

= DOE grant within SCRI.
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Summary of Proposed Future Work

We expect multicanonical algorithms and random-cost optimization to develop into funda-

mental enabling techniques. This statement has thoroughly been demonstrated for multicanonical

investigations of first order phase transitions, but is likely true for a very broad range of applica-

tions, including two grant challenge project presently sponsored by the DOE: Structural Biology

(protein folding) and High Energy Physics. For first order phase transition in QCD (and otherwise)

the method is so well established that one may ixnmediately work on preparing code for parallel

computers, like the QCD teraflop machine (if its flmding gets approved). Presently we perform

exploratory simulations for QCD with n/ = 4 massive fermions in the region where the deconfing

phase transition is strong. We expect that multicanonical data will allow more conclusive FSS

results than those of ref.[23]. In this sense multicanonical algorithms are already established as an

enabling tool for QCD grand challenge simulations. Another straightforward application may be

to clarify some old questions concerning the U(1) phase transition. A recent multi-histogram study

of this system (Wuppertal preprint by Bhanot et al.) encountered severe problems as no overlap of

O the histograms could be achieved for L = 16. Alves and Neuhaus intend to re-address the question
by performing a multicanonical simulation.

Major efforts will still concentrate on improving the multicanonical method. For instance, we

are working on finding a parametric representation of the energy probability distribution which is

appropriate for FSS in QCD. Along a different, line of thought, Rumukainen has recently explored

a combination of multicanonical and cluster algorithms. The bulk of our own work is most likely to

concentrate on employing random-cost related ideas to improve on calculations of multicanonical

parameters for systems with conflicting constraints. We expect that the _ V 3 slowing down, ob-

served in spin glass simulations [26,28], can be reduced to --- V 2. Then improvements for frustrated

systems should become as impressive as those for first, order phase transitions. After testing this

out., problems of considerable physics interest should and could be addressed. Some are discussed

next..

It has remained controversial whether Parisi's mean field picture provides the appropriate

ground state picture for the 3d Edwards-Anderson Ising spin glass, or whether an alternative

O droplet model should be applied. Previous MC simulations have remained rather inconclusive due
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to "supercritical" slowing down. Likely we are able to overcome this problem, and to reach phys-

ically interesting conclusions. Concerning other spin glass problems, Binder (Mainz University)

has expressed inr.crest in collaboration. We think it. will be a good idea to pursue this contact,

once the algorithmic problems are clarified. It is anticipated that the PI's former graduate student.

Vohwinkel (presently DESY Hamburg), who has accepted a Post Doc position with FSU from fall

1993 on, will join in some of this work.

Besides spin glasses, there is a large class of systems for which previous simulations suffered from

similar problems of conflicting constraints. These systems include neural networks, protein folding,

optimization problems like the traveling salesman, and many other issues. For protein folding an

initial demonstration has already been carried out [50]. Due to manpower, it. is clear that, we will

not. be able to make relevant, contributions in all these fields. Neural networks are of direct interest.

to high energy physics, for instance in connection with the SSC. DOE should at. least provide funds

to pursue one or two of these direction in more details. This is only possible, if the present, task B

budget, becomes substantially expanded, as explained in the subsequent budgetary notes.

Finally is is intended to pursue the quantum gravity project outlined in [.32,51]. The PI's

graduate student Krishnan has finished his thesis and accepted a Post Doc position in Vienna. It

is intended to intensify contacts with the Vienna group to the point of collaboration. The main

direction will be to provide numerical evidence in favour or against, the scaling behaviour, which

is necessary to allow for consistency of a grand unified asymptotically free theory with entropy-

dominated quantum gravity.
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Table 1: On Campus Collaborators

O
If not. stated otherwise, the time spend at. FSU is given in (approximately) full month, first and last
included.

Name [papers] Position Time at FSU Main Support

R. Salvador [2] Grad. Stud. 8/86-6/88 SCRI

C. Vohwinkel [4,5,8,9,11,12] Grad. Stud. 1/87-9/89 SCRI, HEP-B

N. Alves [10,14,15,16,22,23,37,40] Post. Doc 9/88-6/90 CNPq Brazil

R. Villanova [9,10,16,40]Grad. Stud. 8/87-5/91 SCRI, HEP-B

S. Sanielevici [14,15,22,23] Post Doc 10/89-5/91 SCttI, FSU

B. Krishnan [32,42,51] Grad. Stud. 8/88-5/93 SCRI, HEP-B

W. Zanke [24] Post Doc 9/91-12/91 FHTC Florida

U. Hansmann [25,28,29,41,43,45,46,48,49,50,53,54]
Post Doc 8/91-6/93 DFG Germany

T. Celik 1 [26,27,29,49,54] Visit.. Prof. 6/91-6/93 NATO, SCRI

D. Duke [23] Professor permanent FSIJ, SCRI

1 On leave of absence from Department of Physics, Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey.

O
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Table 2: Off Campus Collaborators

The visits at FSU refer to the period 1988 - present. Not listed are the member of the U.S. teraflop
collaboration.

Name [papers] Position Visits at FSU Travel Support

A. Billoire 1 [2,7,31,52] Professor none

B. Baumann 2 [6] Grad. Stud. none

G. Mfinster 2 [6] Post. Doc none

A. Devoto 3 [.5] Assoc. Prof. none

C. Korthals-A!tes 4 [4] Professor 3/88 HEP-B

A. Irb/_ck 5,6 [23] Post Doc none

M. Katoot 7 [24,32] Assoc. Prof. 11/91 HEP-B

T. Neuhaus 5 [13,19,21,25,28,31,4].,48,52] Post Dffqt88 and 5/92 HEP-B and DFG

1 Service de Physique Thedorique, CEN Saclay, F-91191 Gif-Sur-Yvette, France

2 II. Institut fftf Theoretische Physik, Hamburg Univecsity, Luruper Chaussee 149, D-2000 Ham-
burg 50, Germany

3 INFN, Gruppo Collegato di Cagliari, 1-09100 Cagliari, Italy

4 Centre de Physique The$orique, C,NRS-Lumi,ay, (!ase 907, F-13288 Marseille, Cedex 9, France

5 Fakult_t fiir Physik, Postfa.ch 8640, D-4800 Bielefeld 1, Germany

6 CERN, Geneva

O 7 Department of Mathematics and Physical Sciences, Embrv-Riddle Aeronautical University
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Table 3: Invited Conference Talks and Lectures

1987 Seillac (France) Symposium International: "Field Theory on the
Lattice" (plenar talk [33])

1988 Schladming (Austria) "Int, ernationale _Vochen fiir Kernphysik"
(three lectures [34])

1988 Munich (Germany) 24rh International Conference on High Energy
Physics [35])

1988 Fermilab (USA) "Lattice Gauge Theory 88" [36]

1989 Capri (Italy) "L_ttice G_tuge Theory 89" [37]

1990 Tallahassee (USA) "Lattice Gauge Theory 90" [38,39]

1992 Athens GA (USA) Workshop "Recent Developments in Computer
Simulation Studies ..." [48]

1992 Jfilich (Germany) Workshop "Dynamics of First Order Phase
Transitions" [40,41]

1992 Prague (Czechoslovaki_t) "Physics Computing '92" [44,4.5]

O 1992 Wendisch-Rie+z (Germany) International Symposium on tile Theory
of Elementary Particles [47]

1992 Chicago (USA) APS, Division Particles and Fields,

7 th meeting [46]

1992 Amsterdam (The Netherlands) "Lattice Gauge Theory 92 [42]

1993 Athens GA (USA) Workshop "Recent D_velopments in Computer
Simulation Studies ..." [49]

1993 Mainz (Germany) DPG Fr/ihjahrstagung Mathematische Physik
(plenar talk)



Task B - Publications (1988-1993)

For the period 1988-1993 ali publications are listed which acknowledge support by the HEP-B
grant.

I. Books

1) B. Berg, G. Bhanot, M. Burbank, M. Creutz and J. Owens (editors), Lattice Higgs Workshop,
World Scientific 1988, 278 pages, ISBN 9971-50-686-6.

II. Articles published in refereed journals

2) B. Berg, A. Billoire and R. Salvador, Finite Size Effects and Phase Transitions, Phys. Rev.
D37 (1988) 3774-3777.

3) B. Berg, Numerical Investigation of 't Hoofl Electric Flu.,_, Phys. Left. 206B (1988) 97-100.

O
4) B. Berg, C. Vohwinkel and C.P. Korthals-Altes, Analytical Estimate of the SU(2) Deconfinin 9

Temperature, Phys. Lett. 209B (1988) .319-.324.

5) B. Berg, C',. Vohwinkel and A. Devoto, A Fast Cyber 205 - ETA 10 Program for SU(3) Lattice
Gauge Theory, Computer Physics Communications 51 (1988) 331_348.

6) B. Berg, B. Baumann and G. M{inster, Non-Trivial Behat, iour in a Lattice Model of Random
S,rfaces, Nucl. Phys. B305 [FS23] (1988) 199-218.

7) B. Berg and A. B;iloire, Pure Lattice Ga,ge Theory in Intermediate Volumes [, Phys. R ev. D40
(1989) .5.50-583.

8) C. Vohwinkel and B. Berg, Pure Lattice Gauge Theory in Intermedia_'e Volumes H, Phys. Rev.
D40 (1989) 584-587.
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9) B. Berg, R. Villanova and C. Vohwinkel, Correlation Length and Order of the Deconfining Phase
Transition, Phys. Rev. Left. 62 (1989) 2433-2435.

10) N. Alves, B. Berg and R. Villanova, Ising Model Monte Carlo Simulations: Density of States
and Mass Gap, Physical Review B41 (1990) 383-394.

11) C. Vohwinkel, Analytical Progress towards the Mass Spectrum and Deconfining Temperature in
SU(3) Gauge Theory, Phys. Rev. Left. 63 (1989) 2544-2547.

12) B. Berg and C. Vohwinkel, Non-,4belian Gauge Theory: Mass Spectrum and Deconfining Tem-
perature, Ann. Phys. (NY) 204 (1990) 351-400.

13) A. Hasenfratz, K. Jansen, J. Jersak, C.B. Lang, H. Leutwyler and T. Neuhaus, Finite Size
Effect and Spontaneously Broken Symmetry: The Case of the 0(_) Model, Z. Phys. ('46 (1990)
257-268.

14) N. Alves, B. Berg and S. Sanielevici, Binder Energy Cumulant for SU(3) Lattice Gauge Theory,
Phys. Left. B241 (1990) 557-560.

O
1.5) N. Alves, B. Berg and S. Sanielevici, Partition Function Zeros and the SU(3) Deconfining Phase

Transition, Phys. Rev. Lett. 64 (1990) 3107-.3109.

16) N. Alves, B. Berg and R. Villanova, Ports Models: Density of States and Mass Gap from Monte
Carlo Calculations, Phys. Rev. B43 (1991) 5846-5856.

17) B. Berg, Double Jacl,_knife Bias Corrected Estimators, Comp. Phys. Commun. 69 (1992) 7-15.

18) B. Berg, Monte Carlo Calctdations of Co_zfidence Limits for Reczlistic Least Square Fitting,
Comp. Phys. Commun. 69 (1992) 65-75.

19) B. Berg and T. Neuhaus, M_ztttcanonical Algorithms for First Order Phase Transitions, Phys.
Lett. B267 (1991) 249-253.



20) S. Aoki et al. (The QCD Teraflop Collaboration), Physics Goals of the QCD Teraflop Project,
Int. J. of Mod. Phys• C2 (1991) 829-947.

21) B. Berg and T. Neuhaus, Multicanonical Ensemble: A New Approach to Simulate First-Order
Phase Transitions, Phys. Rev. Left. 68 (1992)9-12.

J

i

i 22) N. Alves, B. Berg and S. Sanielevici, Spectral Density Study of the SU(3) Deconfing Phase Tran-
! sition, Nucl. Phys. B376 (1992) 218-252.
i

i

23) N. Aires, B. Berg, D. Duke, A. Irb/_ck and S. Sanielevici, Spectral Density Analysis of the Chiral

Transition in nf = 4 Finite Temperah_re QffD, Phys. Left. B280 (1992) 261-266.

i 24) W. Janke, B. Berg and M. Katoot, Monte Carlo Calculation of the Surface Free Energy for the
_. 2d 7-state Ports Model, and an Estimate for ._d SU(3) Gauge Theory, Nucl. Phys. B382 (1992)
' 649-655.

25) B. Berg, U. Hansmann and T. Neuhaus, Simulation of an Ensemble with varying magnetic Field:
a Numerical Determination of the Order-Order Interface Tension in the D=_2 [sing Model, Phys.
Rev. B47 (1993) 497-500.

i

I

-i 26) B. Berg and T. Celik, A New Approach to Spin Glass Simulations, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69 (1992)
' 2292-2295.

-_ .

.: 27) B. Berg and T. Celik, A Multicanonical Spin Glass Sim.u.tations, Int. J. Mod. Phys. C3 (1992)
1251-1274.

28) B. Berg, U. Hansmann and T. Neuhaus, Properties of Interfaces in the two and three dimen-
• ')sionat [sing Model, Z Phys. B90 (1993) 229-,.39.

29) B. Berg, U. Hansmann and T. Celik, Multicanonical Study of the 3D Ising Spin Glass, Euro-
phys. Left. 22 (1993) 63-68.
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30) B. Berg, Locating Global Minirna in Optimization Problems by a Random-Cost Approach, Na-

O ture 361 (1992) 708-710.
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